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Acronyms
CFD . . . Computational fluid dynamics
DAQ . . . Data acquisition
GDL . . . Gas diffusion layer
MEA . . . Membrane electrode assembly
MFC . . . Mass flow controller
ODE . . . Ordinary differential equation
OLHP . . . Open left half plane
PCI . . . Peripheral component interconnect
PDE . . . Partial differential equation
PEMFC . . . Proton exchange (polymer electrolyte) membrane fuel cell
PI . . . Proportional integral
1D, 2D, 3D . . . One, two, or three-dimensional
VAC . . . Volts alternating current
V DC . . . Volts direct current
V FM . . . Volumetric flow meter
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Symbols
To differentiate theoretical and modeled values,x, from measured data or variables calculated using
measurements,x, an overbar is used. Additionally, estimated variables are denoted with a hat,x̂.
Time derivatives are denoted asd()/dt. Spatial derivatives are denoted as∂ ()/∂y.
A list of the variable symbols, definitions and units is provided below, any deviations from these
units will be explicitly stated in the text:
a . . . water activity (unitless) or temperature amplitude (K)
c . . . molar concentration (mol/m3)
〈D〉 . . . effective diffusivity (m2/s)
e . . . error signal
E . . . open circuit voltage (V)
h . . . enthalpy (J/kg)
h̄ . . . heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K)
i . . . current density (A/m2)
I . . . PEMFC stack current (A)
m . . . mass (kg)
n . . . mole number
N . . . molar flux (mol/s/m2)
p . . . pressure (Pa) or pole location
pc . . . capillary pressure (Pa)
Q . . . heat transfer (W)
r . . . mass flow ratio
Revap . . . evaporation rate (mol/s m3)
s . . . fraction of liquid water volume to the total volume
S . . . reduced liquid water saturation
t . . . time (s)
T . . . temperature (K)
U . . . overvoltage (V)
v . . . total cell voltage (V)
W . . . mass flow rate (kg/s)
x . . . mass fraction
y . . . mole ratio (unitless) or spatial dimension (m)
∆Ėst . . . change in energy stored (J/s)
λ . . . membrane water content (molH2O/mol SO−3 )
φ . . . relative humidity (0-1)
ω . . . humidity ratio
v
A list of the parameter symbols, definitions and units is provided below:
A . . . surface area available for heat transfer (m2)
A f c . . . fuel cell nominal active area (m2)
Cp . . . constant pressure specific heat (J/kg K)
C . . . constant volume specific heat (J/kg K)
D . . . diffusion coefficient (m2/s)
Dw . . . membrane vapor diffusion coefficient (m2/s)
F . . . Faraday’s constant (C/mol e−)
k orifice constant (m s)
kP . . . controller proportional gain (W/K)
kI . . . controller integral gain (W/K2)
K . . . absolute permeability (m2)
K1−4 . . . voltage parameters (various)
Krl . . . relative permeability
M . . . molecular weight (kg/mole)
ncells . . . number of cells in the PEMFC stack
nd . . . electro-osmotic drag coefficient (molH2O/ mol H+)
R . . . ideal gas constant (J/kg K)
sim . . . level of immobile saturation
tmb . . . PEMFC membrane thickness (m)
twl . . . tunable water layer thickness (m)
Ts . . . DAQ sample time (sec)
V . . . volume (m3)
αw . . . tunable diffusion parameter
β . . . heat transfer coefficient parameters
δ . . . deviation from nominal conditions
δy . . . discretization width (m)
γ . . . volumetric condensation coefficient (s−1)
ε . . . material porosity
λ . . . membrane water content (molH2O/mol SO−3 )
θc . . . contact angle (degrees)
µ . . . viscosity (kg/m s)
ρ . . . density (kg/m3)
σ . . . surface tension (N/m)
ζ . . . damping coefficient
vi
A list of the subscript and superscript symbols and definitions is providedbelow:
a . . . air
amb . . . ambient
an . . . anode
bp . . . bypass
b . . . control volume bulk materials
c . . . capillary
ca . . . cathode
ch . . . channel
ct . . . catalyst
da . . . dry air
e . . . electrode (an or ca)
f c . . . fuel cell stack
gas, g . . . gas constituent
hm . . . humidifier
H2 . . . hydrogen
i, in . . . into the control volume
j . . . index for gas constituents
k . . . index for discretization (in time or space)
l . . . liquid water
mx . . . mixer
mb . . . membrane
N2 . . . nitrogen
O2 . . . oxygen
o, out . . . out of the control volume
p . . . pore
r . . . reservoir
rct . . . reactions
sat . . . saturation
st . . . stack
v . . . water vapor
w . . . water (gas and liquid phase)
wc . . . water circulation system (humidifier, reservoir and water heater)
wh . . . water heater
∗ . . . desired/reference value
o . . . nominal conditions
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Abstract
Fuel cells are gaining increased attention as viable energy generators for a range of applications. To
optimize performance, these systems require active coordination leveraging an understanding of the
system dynamics. This thesis describes a reproducible process for modeling, calibrating, and ex-
perimentally validating system dynamics for control applications, applied to two membrane-based
systems, namely a proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) stack anda gas humidification
system.
A two-phase dynamic model that predicts the experimentally observed temporal behavior of a
PEMFC stack and a methodology to experimentally identify tunable physical parmeters, namely
the membrane water vapor diffusion coefficient and the thickness of the liquid water film restricting
the fuel cell active area, is presented. The temporal calculation of the specie concentrations through
the gas diffusion layers, the water vapor transport through the membrane, and the degree of water
flooding in the gas channels, enables a prediction of temporal voltage degradation. The calibrated
model is validated under anode flooding conditions for a 24 cell, 300 cm2 stack with a supply of
pressure-regulated hydrogen.
To regulate the humidity of the supplied reactants to actively manage water within the PEMFC,
a membrane based gas humidification system is designed and constructed. This apparatus utilizes a
gas bypass and a series of heaters to regulate gas temperature while maintaining the desired relative
humidity of the gas supplied to the PEMFC. To design and calibrate the heater con rollers, as well
as the fraction of air diverted through the bypass, a low order, control-oriented model based on first
principles is developed. As with the fuel cell model, the humidification system model is parameter-
ized and validated using experimental data under a wide range of operatingconditions. A relative
humidity estimator is employed, for the air-vapor mixture leaving the humidifier system (supplied
to the PEMFC), to eliminate the need for a bulky and expensive humidity sensor. With this vali-
dated model of the humidification system thermal dynamics, on/off and variableheat controllers are
designed and tested for accurate and fast humidity control despite changes in the PEMFC air mass




For control applications, a critical step in developing dynamic models is determining the minimal
complexity necessary to capture the fundamental dynamics of interest. Several strategies have been
used for developing low order models for control applications. These strategies typically apply
either physics based or phenomenological tools to predict component andsystem dynamics. As
models generated for use in embedded control must be capable of processing and sampling under
the constraints associated with real time digital signal processing, a fundametal tradeoff then exists
between model complexity, which impacts controller response time, and the modeluncertainty as-
sociated with neglecting particular dynamics. For control, the simplest models are desired that are
capable of capturing important dynamics under the range of expected syst m operating conditions.
This work applies first principles in the derivation of control-oriented models to two solid poly-
meric membrane based systems, namely a fuel cell and a gas humidifier. Thesetwo system models
are parameterized and experimentally validated with similar sensor measurementand placement
constraints. However, these two systems exhibit very different mass andenergy transport charac-
teristics as well as response times and actuation constraints. Because thesemodels are intended
for use in embedded control, each model is intentionally derived employing lowcost input/output
measurements, with no sensor information available with respect to the internalstates. The ability
of these lumped parameter models to capture the dynamic output response of sy tems with spatially
distributed characteristics is of critical importance.
1.1 Fuel Cell System Operation
A fuel cell is an electrochemical engine, different from batteries in that itrequires a fuel source.
When fuel supply, humidification and cooling systems are well managed, fuel cells provide clean,
quiet and reliable power. There are many types of fuel cells currently in development, such as solid
oxide or phosphoric acid. The distinction between different types of fuel cells is made based on
the electrolyte (transfer ion), and the operating temperature. Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel
cells (PEMFCs) hold the most promise for applications demanding low temperaturs, pressures, or
rapidly changing power demands. Because of the numerous applications towhich PEMFCs are
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advantageous, such as vehicular or remote applications, PEMFCs are rapidly gaining attention as a
promising source of energy. [7] [35]
Typically operating below the boiling point of water, PEMFC stacks utilize the chemical energy
from the reaction of hydrogen and oxygen to produce electricity, water and heat. A PEMFC stack
consists of numerous fuel cells electrically combined in series. Treating the PEMFC stack as a black
box, the basic inputs and outputs are shown in Figure 1.1. Hydrogen gas (fuel) and oxygen from the
air are supplied to the individual cells within the stack through internal manifolds. These manifolds
direct gas to the individual cells in parallel. The fuel cell provides useful work through an external




































































































































Figure 1.1: Detailed diagram of the materials within a PEMFC and the inputs and outputs of a
PEMFC stack.
A detail of the cell structure is also provided in Figure 1.1. Fuel travels from the internal man-
ifolds to flow fields (gas channels), then diffuses through conductive porous gas diffusion layers
(GDL) to the thin polymeric membrane. The membrane, sandwiched in the middle of thcell,
typically contains catalyst and microporous diffusion layers along with gaskets as a single inte-
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grated unit referred to as a Membrane Electrode Assembly (MEA). The catalyst layer at the anode
ionizes hydrogen. The membrane permits ion transfer (hydrogen protons), requiring the electrons
to flow through an external circuit before recombining with protons and oxygen at the cathode to
form water. This migration of electrons through the external circuit produces useful work. The
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The management of water is critical for optimizing performance of a PEMFC stack. Because
the ionic conductivity of the membrane is dependent upon its water content [79], a balance must be
struck between reactant (hydrogen and oxygen) delivery and watersupply and removal. Depending
upon the operating conditions of the PEMFC stack, the flow patterns in the anod d cathode chan-
nels, and the design of the anode gas delivery system (dead-ended orflow through), this liquid water
can accumulate within the gas diffusion layers (GDLs) and channels [23, 51, 70, 82], as shown in
Figure 1.2. Whether obstructing reactant flow or reducing the number of active catalyst sites, the
impact of flooding is a reduction in the power output of the fuel cell stack, seen by a decrease in
cell voltage [10]. Thus, a real-time estimation of the degree of flooding within the cell structure
and its impact on the cell electrical output with standard, low cost, and reliablesensors is critical
for active water management. Moreover, a low order control-oriented model must be derived for
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of capillary flow of liquid water through the fuel cell gas diffusion layers.
The work by [27], provided a systematic analysis of the appropriate methodology for removing
liquid water accumulating in the electrodes, considering both anode recirculation and the humidity
conditions of the supplied reactants. They postulate a need for feedbackcontrol to adjust the relative
humidity of the supplied air, along with the degree of water removal from the anode, dynamically.
With a model of the reactant and water dynamics within a PEMFC, the degree ofel ctrode flooding
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and resulting decay in voltage performance can be estimated online in real time.This online esti-
mation can then be coupled with active control of the supplied reactants to manage water within the
cell structure.
The following sections survey published literature on two phase PEMFC modeling and ex-
perimental techniques employed to image liquid water within the cell structure, followed by the
introduction of methodologies used to humidify reactant gases supplied to a PEMFC. Note, the
PEMFC stack is used as a power generator, whereas the gas humidificationsystem preconditions
the fuel supplied to the generator.
1.1.1 Reactant and Water Dynamics in PEMFC Stacks
To gain a better understanding of reactant and water transport within the GDL and catalyst lay-
ers, many CFD models have been developed to approximate the two or three dimensional flow of
hydrogen, air, and water at steady-state within the cell structure [5, 16,18, 50, 77, 78]. Using exper-
imental steady-state polarization (voltage versus current) data for parameter identification, [20] and
[6] investigated the sensitivity of the cell performance to the identified parameters. Further, using a
model to simulate polarization data with a given set of parameters, constrainedquadratic program-
ming was then used to identify these given parameters [68] and address paameter identifiability and
uniqueness issues [67].
While these models are ideal for investigating transport phenomena with two phase flow and
spatial gradients, examining parameter sensitivity, or the influence of material properties on cell
performance, experimental validation of these models, often completed by comparing measured
to estimated polarization curves, is still lacking. A few publications with steady-state valida-
tion efforts (i) point to a mismatch between model prediction and spatially resolved experimental
data [25] indicating that different spatial distributions can correspond toa similar averaged polar-
ization curve [25, 67], and (ii) achieve good prediction of steady-state and spatially resolved current
density measurements after tuning parameters to several orders of magnitude of their theoretical
values [4].
Although steady-state polarization measurements do not offer a conclusive data set for model
validation, the transient polarization response provides useful data formodel validation especially
during unsteady operation such as flooding [46]. Several transient models have been reported to
illicit the relationship between critical material properties and operating conditios on the dynamic
fuel cell response [45, 59, 61, 72, 73], however few have been validated against transient experi-
mental data and are of sufficient complexity for implementation in real time controlapplications.
Control-oriented transient models have been developed to account for the formation of liquid
water within the gas channels [52] or within both the channels and the GDL [56], however they do
not relate the effect of flooding to decreased cell potential, a key indication of how flooding impacts
cell performance. We establish a relationship between flooding and cell performance, as originally
introduced in [40] and leveraged by other authors [14], using the notionf apparent current density
to relate the accumulation of liquid water in the gas channels to a reduction in the cell active area,
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in turn increasing the cell current density and lowering cell voltage.
1.1.2 Reactant Gas Humidification
Membrane-type humidifiers, directing a gas flow across one surface of ap lymer membrane and
liquid water (or humidified gas) across the other membrane surface, have been used for humidifying
PEMFC reactants [55, 60]. Water vapor and thermal energy are exchanged through the membrane
from the liquid water to the dry gas. The humidifier membrane is similar to that employed in the



























































Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram of a membrane based humidifier.
The work in [9], [43], and [66] employs an internal membrane humidifier that is n integrated
unit within the PEMFC stack. These internal humidifiers use coolant water leaving the power
producing portion of the stack, humidified reactant exhaust streams can also be used, to heat and
humidify the incoming reactants. While these internal humidifiers are relatively compact and sim-
ple with respect to control, they prohibit active humidity regulation and couplereactant humidity
requirements to the PEMFC cooling demands. To overcome the humidity constraints, sliding plates
were considered to activate and deactivate gas channels within the humidifier and control the contact
area between the liquid and gas [8]; however, this concept has not yetbeen realized in hardware.
Alternatively, various bubbler or sparger external humidifiers have been d veloped for indepen-
dently controlling relative humidity and temperature of gas streams [54, 38]. These devices utilize a
column of water through which the reactant streams bubble. To avoid controlling bubble size, these
devices are designed with a long column of water (large residence time) to provide a saturated gas
stream at a controlled temperature. The relative humidity of the gas stream can then be adjusted by
further heating the gas upon exit from the bubbler. While these systems provide a relatively simple
method of controlling temperature and relative humidity of reactant streams, they are not tolerant of
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large gas flow rates [54] and are relatively heavy and bulky due to the larg stored volume of water.
Our methodology decouples the passive humidifier from the PEMFC cooling loop, with the
addition of an external bypass, to provide independent control of bothtemperature and relative
humidity irrespective of the stack operating temperature, conceptually similar tothat proposed by
[75]. The operation of the humidifier consists of a dry reactant gas and liqui water delivered to a
membrane humidifier to produce a saturated gas. A different stream of dryreactant gas bypasses the
humidifier. The combination of the saturated and dry gas streams produces areact nt-vapor mixture
at a desired relative humidity.
For thermal regulation, resistive heaters are used to achieve a desired reactant gas temperature
and minimize condensation during the mixing of the saturated and dry reactant stream . To design
adequate controllers for thermal regulation (using resistive heaters) and humidity control (for the
gas flow split between the humidifier and the bypass), we developed a low order, control-oriented
model based on first principles. Similar to engine thermal management systems employing either a
valve or servo motor to bypass coolant around the heat exchanger [11, 58, 71], the coordination of
the heaters and the bypass valve is challenging during fast transients dueto the different time scales,
the actuator constraints, and the sensor responsiveness.
1.2 Hardware Overview
Many different experiments were conducted and are described throughout this thesis. First, a model
of the reactant and water dynamics of a 24-cell, 300 cm2 PEMFC stack was experimentally cal-
ibrated and validated. Then, a membrane based external humidification system was installed and
operated as a stand-alone system to calibrate and experimentally validate a model of the system
thermal dynamics. Following the validation of the humidifier system model and controller devel-
opment, additional experiments were completed to verify the closed loop humidification system
controller response.
All experimental hardware presented in this thesis was installed in the Fuel Cell Control Labo-
ratory at the University of Michigan in collaboration with the Schatz Energy Research Center. An
image of the test bench is shown in Figure 1.4.
This test bench is comprised of a data acquisition and signal conditioning subsystem, control
and monitoring software, a deionized water cooling subsystem, a hydrogengas delivery subsystem,
an air delivery subsystem, an electrical subsystem, and test bench hardware safeties. An overview
of the interaction of the main system components is provided in Figure 1.5. Digitalinput and output
(DIO) and analog input and output (AIO) communication is indicated with blackand grey dashed
lines, respectively.
The control and monitoring system consists of software coded in LabVIEWr and employed
on a standard desktop PC computer. This computer is equipped with PCI data acquisition cards
connected through a signal conditioning system to the instruments. Analog output signals from
the computer are conditioned to the appropriate voltage or current range using Analog Devices 5B
6











































Figure 1.5: Schematic of the test bench hardware, including the computer interface as well as the
hydrogen, air and water circulation subsystems.
Series signal conditioning modules, prior to being transmitted to the actuators. The analog input sig-
nals, received by the computer through a 16 bit PCI multifunction card, arealso conditioned using
5B Series signal conditioning modules with 4Hz filters. While the signal scan rate is pproximately
10 Hz, the data file is updated at a rate of 2 Hz. Finally, the digital inputs and outputs are processed
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through an Opto-22 digital backplane with optically isolated solid state relays. These relays are
used to switch different voltage ranges, including 24VDC and 120VAC.
Pure dry hydrogen is pressure regulated to replenish the hydrogen consumed by the fuel cell in
the chemical reaction. The hydrogen stream is dead ended, implying no flowleaving the PEMFC
stack, using a purge solenoid valve located downstream of the stack. Hydrogen can be momentarily
purged through the fuel cell anode to remove condensed water accumulating in the gas diffusion
layers, flow channels and manifolds. Liquid water contained in the hydrogen gas stream is con-
densed and removed in a knock-out drum before being vented to the atmosphere. The air system
utilizes mass flow controllers (MFCs) directing air through the fuel cell or humidifier systems. The
combined air-vapor mixture leaving the system is vented to the atmosphere. Deionized water is
circulated through the system with the capability of either adding heat using external heat tape, or
rejecting heat with fans mounted to a heat exchanger.
1.3 Thesis Overview
This thesis is divided into three main sections detailing the modeling and validation ofboth the
PEMFC stack, in Chapter 2, and the humidification system, in Chapter 3, as wellas the humidifi-
cation system controller development and implementation, in Chapter 4. Concluding remarks are
provided in Chapter 5 along with areas of future study. The Appendices contain supplementary ma-
terials detailing functional relationships employed, in Appendix A, and a survey of membrane water
transport models in Appendix B. For a detailed list of the nomenclature used,ref r to the Symbols
Section at the front of this thesis.
The experimental hardware used to calibrate and validate the PEMFC model ispr sented in
Section 2.1. Then an overview of the PEMFC model structure is provided in Section 2.2, along
with the modeling assumptions in Section 2.4, followed by the detailed description ofGDL liquid
water capillary transport and gas diffusion in Section 2.5. The spatial discretization employed to
solve the partial differential equations is presented in Section 2.6 along with the GDL boundary
conditions at the membrane and channel shown in Section 2.7. The voltage output equation which
relates the liquid water accumulation in the anode gas channel to voltage performance is given in
Section 2.8. The detailed process used to experimentally identify the tunable parameters is provided
in Section 2.9. Finally, the experimental calibration and validation results in Sections 2.10 and 2.11
are given along with a parameter sensitivity analysis.
Following the presentation of the PEMFC reactant and water dynamics in Chapter 2, the hu-
midification system modeling effort is presented in Chapter 3. An overview ofthe humidification
system is presented in Section 3.1, providing both a description of the systemoperation along with
hardware used. Next, the model is developed in Section 3.2, including the modling assumptions,
the general two-volume model approach applied for each control volume,followed by the detailed
models developed for each volume. A summary of the resulting model is presented in Section 3.3
including the relations between the modeled states and measured outputs. The methodology used
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to experimentally identify the unknown heat transfer coefficients is given inSection 3.4 along with
the identification results. Finally, the humidification system model validation resultsare hown in
Section 3.5.
Using the validated humidification system model developed in Chapter 3, controllers are de-
signed and implemented in Chapter 4. First, the nonlinear static feedforward map used to regulate
air flow is developed in Section 4.1. Then, the reference temperatures used for thermal regulation are
selected in Section 4.2. Each plant is then linearized about a set of nominal conditions, as described
in Section 4.3. Using these linear approximations, thermostatic controllers are designed in Sec-
tion 4.4 using both a describing function and simulation based technique and proportional-integral
controllers with integral anti-windup are designed in Section 4.5. The controllers are implemented
in hardware as described in Section 4.6.
1.4 Contributions
With a given PEMFC design and set of materials, we contribute to the field of dynamic systems and
control for active fuel cell performance optimization. Due to the rapid advancement in fuel cell ma-
terial development, control-oriented modeling efforts should be capable ofrelating physical material
properties to the resulting fuel cell performance as new materials are discovered. Thus, a major con-
tribution of this work was in devising a systematic and reproducible, physics-based, methodology to
experimentally identify and validate fuel cell and system dynamics employing stadard numerical
techniques and off-the-shelf sensors and actuators. These modeling,ide tification and experimental
validation techniques were employed on a fuel cell stack, and external gas humidification system to
account for heat and mass transport in these two low temperature membranebased systems under a
range of operating conditions. These two systems involve very differentmodeling assumptions with
respect to heat and mass transport, yet employ similar nonlinear optimization techniques for model
calibration.
In modeling and validating the fuel cell reactant and water dynamics, and thedesigning and
controlling the gas humidification system for active fuel cell water management, s veral additional
accomplishments were realized. The control-oriented fuel cell modeling effort was advanced by:
• Establishing that a physics-based, one-dimensional (through the GDL),two-phase, isother-
mal model can be experimentally calibrated to accurately predict the fuel celloutput voltage
dynamics due to the accumulation of liquid water in the lumped parameter zero-dimensional
anode gas channels by relating the occurrence of anode water floodingt fuel cell voltage
output. Although other authors have modeled the accumulation of liquid water in the GDL
and gas channels, to the best of our knowledge, none had related this accumulation to the
dynamic fuel cell voltage response under anode water flooding conditions which occur at low
to moderate current densities. The establishment of this relationship allows for an accurate
dynamic voltage estimation under a range of operating conditions, which is a necessary step
towards further:
– Investigating observability and controllability as well as ultimately designing feedback
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controllers, and
– Comparing the implications of anode water management strategies, such as exhau t gas
recirculation, flow-through with a controllable fuel excess ratio, or dead-ended purge
operation, on hydrogen fuel utilization efficiency and system design andco trol.
The field of fuel cell reactant humidification was advanced by:
• Designing an apparatus to enable independent control of temperature and humidity of reac-
tant gases supplied to the PEMFC stack. Although the concept of using a gas byp ss and
humidifier to regulate fuel cell reactant humidity is not unique [75], we are unaware of any
attempt to regulate both temperature and humidity, which are strongly coupled.
• Developing a simple, physics based model of the gas humidification system. Dueto th
substantial difference in response times of each of the system volumes, a model of the humid-
ification system was developed for analysis and controller design to achieve t rmal tracking
while adequately rejecting system disturbances. This was the first low-order model, to our
knowledge, of a membrane-based gas humidification system.
• Developing a control strategy for simultaneously achieving thermal and humidity regulation.
Previously, only humidity feedback control reliant on a relative humidity sensor had been
claimed [75]. In developing this strategy, a critical step was accomplished byproperly se-
lecting the controller references used for temperature feedback. Although this may at first
seem like a simple step, the selected temperature references have a profound impact on the
resulting thermal and humidity regulation. If not properly considered, the system response
could be unnecessarily slow or produce an undesireable excursion in humidity.
• Eliminating reliance on a humidity sensor to achieve adequate humidity regulation byfirst
developing an accurate gas relative humidity estimator and then using nonlinear static-
feedforward to control gas flow through the humidification system. Due to thenotoriously
slow response of humidity transducers, especially near saturated conditions, this accomplish-
ment not only advances the field of fuel cell reactant pre-treatment butcould also impact other
applications reliant on humidity measurements.
• Providing a thorough comparison of the use of on/off versus variable gas he ters in achieving
thermal regulation. While desirable for controller simplicity, on/off gas heaters induce tem-
perature limit cycle oscillations. This work provides a clear comparison between these two
control strategies to better inform the controller selection process.
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Chapter 2
Reactant and Water Dynamics in a PEMFC
Stack
This chapter presents a two-phase flow dynamic model that predicts the experimentally observed
temporal behavior of a proton exchange membrane fuel cell stack. This model is intended for use in
embedded real time control where computational simplicity is of critical importance, thus motivat-
ing several simplifying assumptions. A reproducible methodology is presented to xperimentally
identify six (6) tunable physical parameters based on the estimation of the cellvoltage, the water
vapor transport through the membrane and the accumulation of liquid water in the gas channels.
The model equations allow temporal calculation of the species concentrationscross the gas dif-
fusion layers, the water vapor transport across the membrane, and the degree of flooding within
the cell structure. The notion of apparent current density then relates this flooding phenomena to
cell performance through a reduction in the cell active area as liquid wateraccumulates. Despite the
oversimplification of many complex phenomena, this model provides a useful tool for predicting the
temporal variation in cell voltage during electrode flooding conditions. The calibrated model and
tuning procedure is demonstrated with a 1.4 kW (24 cell, 300 cm2) stack, using pressure regulated
pure hydrogen supplied to a dead-ended anode, under a range of oprating conditions typical for
multi-cell stacks.
The model of the reactant and water dynamics is presented in the following sections, first a
general overview of the model structure is presented in Section 2.2; followed by a summary of the
general modeling assumptions in Section 2.4, then a description of the capillarytransport of liquid
water and the diffusion of gases within the GDL is provided in Section 2.5; followed by the process
used to separate the gas diffusion layer into discrete volumes using standard fi ite difference tech-
niques to approximate the spatial gradients in Section 2.6; and finally, details ofthe time varying
boundary conditions at the membrane and gas channel interfaces are given in Section 2.7.
2.1 Fuel Cell Experimental Hardware
The fuel cell experimental hardware, designed in collaboration with the Scatz Energy Research
Center at Humboldt State University, is installed at the Fuel Cell Control Laboratory at the Univer-
11
sity of Michigan. A schematic of the major experimental components along with the measurement
locations is depicted in Figure 2.1 for the fuel cell hardware components. Adescription of the
test bench operation was provided in Section 1.2 detailing the computer controlled system that














































Figure 2.1: Experimental hardware employed and measurement locations. This figure is modified
from [57].
Dry pure hydrogen is pressure regulated at the anode inlet to a desiredsetpoint. This pressure
regulation system replenishes the hydrogen consumed in the chemical reaction. For the majority of
the operational time, the hydrogen stream is dead-ended with no flow external to the anode. Using
a purge solenoid valve, hydrogen is momentarily purged through the anodeto remove water and
inert gases. Humidified air (generated using a membrane based internal humidifier) is mass flow
controlled to a desired stoichiometric ratio. Deionized water is circulated througthe system to
remove heat produced due to the exothermic chemical reaction. A fan is used to thermostatically
control (on-off) the stack outlet coolant to a desired temperature. Measur ments of the dry gas mass
flow rates supplied to the PEMFC stack are taken along with the temperature, pressure and relative
humidity in the inlet and outlet manifolds.
Experimental results are collected from a 24-cell PEMFC stack which can deliver 1.4 kW con-
tinuous power, capable of peaking to 2.5 kW. The instrumented PEMFC stacki shown in Figure
2.2. The cell membranes are comprised of GORET M PRIMEAr Series 5620 membrane electrode
assemblies (MEAs). The MEAs utilize 35µm thick membranes with 0.4 mg/cm2 and 0.6 mg/cm2
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Pt/C on the anode and cathode, respectively, with a surface area of appr ximately 300 cm2. The
GDL material, which distributes gas from the flow fields to the active area of themembrane, con-
sists of double-sided, hydrophobic, version 3 ETekT M ELATsr with a thickness of 0.43 mm. The
flow fields are comprised of machined graphite plates with gas channels that are pproximately 1
mm wide and 1 mm deep. The flow pattern consists of semi-serpentine passages on the cathode
(30 channels in parallel that are 16.0 cm in length with two 180o turns) and straight passages on the
anode (90 channels in parallel that are 17.1 cm in length).
Air In
Air Out
H   In2
H   Out2
RH, T, P measurements
in anode outlet manifold
Figure 2.2: Instrumented PEMFC stack installed at the Fuel Cell Control Laboratory, University of
Michigan. The arrows indicate the reactant inputs and outputs to and from the stack.
Due to the lack of a practical means to directly measure the accumulation of liquid water ithin
a multi-cell stack, consecutive anode purges and cathode surges (momentarily i creasing the gas
mass flow rates) were used to indicate the presence of liquid water in either theanod or cathode
channels, as shown in Figure 2.3. At approximately 240 seconds the cathode was surged, causing an
increase in oxygen partial pressure and cell voltage. However, this momentary voltage increase is
not sustained following the surge and the general voltage decay due to flooding in the anode persists.
Following an anode purge, the voltage quickly improves and then gradually decays until the next
anode purge event is initiated. It is important to note that this gradual decayin cell voltage could
be attributed to the accumulation of nitrogen in the anode which would also be expelled during and
anode purge event. However, during purge events a significant mass of liquid water can be visually
detected leaving the anode. Thus, this work focuses on the impact of anode flo ing on cell voltage
and assumes nitrogen is not the culprit.
2.2 Fuel Cell Modeling Overview
The anode volume contains a mixture of hydrogen and water vapor, whereas th cathode volume
contains a mixture of oxygen, nitrogen, and water vapor. The species concentrations in the channel
are calculated based on the conservation of mass assuming the channel is homogeneous, lumped-
parameter, and isothermal. Under load, we assume product water is formedin th vapor phase.
This product water vapor, combined with the water vapor supplied with the cat ode gas stream,
13












































Figure 2.3: Experimental data comparing the impact of anode purging and cathode surging events
on cell voltage. These conditions were taken at a constant nominal current density of 0.3 A/cm2 and
an operating temperature ofT=65oC. The first subplot shows the 24 individual cell voltages in thin
lines along with the average cell voltage with a thick line. The second subplot shows the anode and
cathode inlet total absolute pressures.
is exchanged between the anode and the cathode through the hydrophilic membran . The protons,
liberated at the anode, transport water to the cathode through electro-osmotic drag, while back dif-
fusion transfers vapor due to a water vapor concentration gradient across the membrane. The net
flux of vapor through the membrane depends on the relative magnitudes of these transport mecha-
nisms. Although there are many efforts to experimentally quantify back diffusion ([65], [19], [42],
[76]), conflicting results suggest an empirically data-driven identificationof water vapor diffusion
might be a practical approach to this elusive subject. Constant parametershav been used to scale
back diffusion models for PEMFCs with different membrane materials [56] [2]. Using a simi-
lar methodology as [56], in this paper the membrane water transport algorithmemploys a tunable
parameter to scale the membrane water diffusion model in [19].
When the production or transport of water vapor overcomes the ability of the vapor to diffuse
through the GDL to the channel, the vapor supersaturates and condenses. Th condensed liquid
water accumulates in the GDL until it has surpassed the immobile saturation limit at which point
capillary flow will carry the liquid water to an area of lower capillary pressure (the GDL-channel
interface). Liquid water in the GDL occupies the pore space, reducing thediffusion of the reactant
gases. However, we have found that the reduction of the reactant concentrations due to the changes
in the gas diffusivity alone is not significant enough to degrade the voltageby the magnitude exper-
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imentally observed. Similar observations lead to the consideration of the reactant diffusion in the
catalyst layer [36].
We follow here a different approach and instead of adding the catalyst layer complexity to the
model, we consider the effects of flooding on the area available for diffusion. The water (in liquid
and vapor phase) that wicks out of the hydrophobic GDL to the channelultimately obstructs the
area that reactants can diffuse through. This effect is not easily modeled b cause the GDL surface
roughness makes it difficult to predict how much GDL surface area is blocked by a given volume
of liquid water. For this reason, we assume the liquid water at the GDL-channel interface forms a
layer of uniform thickness. This water layer spreads across the surface o the GDL as the volume of
liquid water in the channel increases, thus reducing the surface area, which increases the calculated
current density, in turn lowering the cell voltage at a fixed total stack current. In this model the
thickness of the water layer is an experimentally tuned parameter.
The estimation of the average cell voltage is a function of the reactant concentrations at the sur-
face of the membrane, the membrane water content, temperature, and the calculated rrent density
based on the reduced active area, which in turn is a function of liquid waterpresent in the gas chan-
nel. There are four experimentally tunable voltage parameters which are determined using linear
least squares for a given set of membrane diffusion and water thickness parameters. By comparing
the average measured cell voltage to the model prediction, these parameterscan be re-adjusted to
match the rate of decay and magnitude of the voltage degradation. This iterative process allows all
six tunable parameters to be identified. Figure 2.4 provides an overview of the causal structure of


























Figure 2.4: Flow chart of GDL model calculation algorithm. The dashed lines indicate the signal
flow paths influenced by the tunable parameters.
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2.3 Fuel Cell Nomenclature
A list of the model parameters and variable is provided in the front matter, along with values and
units. Time derivatives are denoted asd()/dt. Spatial derivatives through the GDL thickness in the
membrane direction (y) are denoted as∂ ()/∂y. In the presented model, all equations have SI units
of Pa, N, m, kg, s, andJ unless explicitly stated.
The symbola is used for water activity,c for molar concentration (mol/m3), 〈D〉 for effective
diffusivity (m2/s),Dw for water vapor diffusion coefficient (m2/s),E for the theoretical open circuit
voltage (V),i for the nominal current density (A/cm2), iapp for the apparent current density (A/cm2),
io for the exchange current density (A/cm2), I for the total stack current (A),Krl for relative per-
meability,nd for electroosmotic drag coefficient (molH2O/ mol H+), N for molar flux (mol/s/m2),
p for pressure (Pa),psat for the water vapor saturation pressure (Pa),Revap for the evaporation rate
(mol/s m3), s for the fraction of liquid water volume to the total volume,S for the reduced liquid
water saturation,T for temperature (K),Uact for the activation voltage loss (V),Uohmic for the ohmic
voltage loss (V),Uconc for the concentration voltage loss (V), ¯v for the measured terminal cell volt-
age (V), ˆv for the estimated terminal cell voltage (V),W for mass flow rate (kg/s),x for the mass
fraction, andy for the mole ratio. Greek letters are used whereε is for the GDL porosity,λ for
membrane water content (molH2O/mol SO−3 ), φ for relative humidity (0-1), andω for humidity
ratio.
The subscriptamb is used to represent ambient conditions,an for anode,c for capillary,ca for
cathode,ch for channel,ct for catalyst,da for dry air,dg for dry gas,e for electrode (an or ca), f c
for fuel cell stack,H2 for hydrogen,in for the control volume inlet or input,j as an index for gas
constituents,k as an index for discretization (in time or space),l for liquid water,mb for membrane,
N2 for nitrogen,O2 for oxygen,out for the control volume outlet or output,p for pore,rm for return
manifold,v for water vapor, andw for water (gas and/or liquid phase).
2.4 General Modeling Assumptions
In summary, the following general assumptions were made in developing the model presented:
A1 The volume of liquid water within the GDL does not restrict the volume occupied by the
gases. The authors in [1] indicated that the diffusion of gas through the GDL occurs through
a hydrophobic macroporous structure, where as the liquid water travels through the non-wet
proofed pores (a microporous structure), implying that the pore volume occupied by gases
is fixed. Examining the time scale decomposition of the reactant and water dynamics [39],
this assumption primarily influence the liquid water dynamics and due to the relatively small
change in liquid water volume between the GDL sections, has a negligible impact. How-
ever, if different boundary conditions were applied which significantly modified the spatial
distribution of liquid water in the GDL sections, this assumption should be revisited.
A2 The internal cell structure (gas channel, GDL and membrane) is assumed tob is thermal
and equal to the time varying coolant outlet temperature. However, the gas inlet temperatures
vary and are used to calculate the water vapor mass flow rates entrained withthe supplied
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reactants. Although it is true that a multi-cell stack with a large active area will undo btedly
have thermal gradients within the cell structure and impact water transport [15], his assump-
tion is adequate for estimating the temporal evolution in cell voltage experimentally observed
under both flooding and drying conditions, as will be shown in Section 2.10.Accounting
for dynamic thermal states within the gas diffusion layer adds a significant degree of model
complexity which, while useful for design, may not be appropriate for control.
A3 The gas channels are treated as homogeneous and lumped parameter. Additionally, flow
through the GDL is modeled in one dimension which neglects the difference in transport
mechanisms for flow under the ribs versus under the channels. Although models do exist
which characterize all these complex phenomena, the inclusion of this additional dimension
has a significant impact on the number of internal states in the model.
A4 The only mechanism for removing liquid water from the gas channels is througevapora-
tion. Although this is a common modeling assumption, it could result in an underestimation
of the total mass of water (liquid and vapor) removed from the anode duringpurges. The
tuned model parameters may compensate for this underestimation but the identifievalu s
were physically reasonable and within ranges reported in literature as discussed in Section
2.9. It has been shown [33] that liquid water droplet instability and the resultant detachment
from the GDL to the gas channel can be a significant liquid water removal mechanism at high
current density (high gas velocity). Therefore, if this model is to be extended to high current
density operation, this assumption should be revisited.
A5 All gases behave ideally. The range of system operating temperatures and pressures permits
the assumption of ideal gas behavior for the gas constituents of interest.
A6 Hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen molecules do not crossover through the membrane. Although
these thin polymeric membranes permit the crossover of molecules when there isa concen-
tration gradient across the membrane [31], only the water crossover at st ady-state has been
considered in this work for the sake of model simplicity.
A7 Due to the relatively small gas flux within the GDL at the current density rangeconsidered,
the convective transport of gas due to bulk flow was neglected.
2.5 Gas Diffusion Layer Model Details
The diffusion of gas species in the GDL is a function of the concentration gradient, transferring gas
from regions of higher concentration to regions of lower concentration.As the GDL pore space fills
with liquid water, the capillary pressure increases, causing liquid water to flow to an adjacent pore
with less water. The models used to describe the interrelationship between gastransport and liquid
water flow are presented in the following subsections.
2.5.1 Liquid Water Capillary Transport
In hydrophobic GDL material, as the GDL pore spaces fill with liquid water, thecapillary pressure
increases, causing liquid water to flow to adjacent pores with less water. This process creates a flow
of liquid water through the GDL, resulting in an injection of liquid into the channel.Applying the
conservation of mass to the GDL volume, the liquid water dynamics, which arise from capillary
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where the mass of liquid water in the GDL is expressed in terms of liquid water saturation,s, which
represents the fraction of the liquid volume to the pore volume (s = Vl/Vp), A f c is the nominal fuel
cell active area,ρl is the liquid water density,Mv is the molecular weight of water, andε is the GDL
porosity.













wherepc is the liquid water capillary pressure,K is the absolute permeability,µl is the viscosity
of liquid water, andKrl = S3 is the relative permeability of liquid water. The relative permeability
function suggests more pathways for capillary flow are available as liquid water s turation increases,







for sim < s ≤ 1
0 for 0≤ s ≤ sim ,
(2.3)
where,sim is the value of the immobile saturation describing the point at which the liquid water
path becomes discontinuous and interrupts capillary flow. This capillary flowinterruption occurs
whens < sim. The results of capillary flow experiments using glass beads as porous media show
thatsim = 0.1 [44].
Capillary pressure is the surface tension of the water droplet integrated over the surface area.










whereσ is the surface tension between water and air, andθc is the contact angle of the water droplet
[44].





whereγ is the volumetric condensation coefficient [44],R is the ideal gas constant,T is temperature,
pv is the water vapor partial pressure, andpsat is the water vapor saturation pressure which itself is
a function of temperature,
psat = 6.853193e−4 T 4−0.74324595T 3 + 304.1375T 2−55613.63 T +3831801. (2.6)
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Data from steam tables in [64] were used to approximate the water vapor saturation pressure re-
lation. When the partial pressure of water vapor is greater than the saturation pressure,Revap is
negative, representing the condensation of water. A logical constraintmust be included such that
if no liquid water is present (s ≤ 0)) and the saturation pressure is greater than the water vapor
pressure, then water can not be evaporated (Revap = 0).
2.5.2 Gas Species Diffusion
The diffusion of gas species in the GDL is a function of the concentration gradient, transferring gas
from regions of higher concentration to regions of lower concentration.The molar concentration of






Diffusion of hydrogen and water vapor occurs in the anode GDL and theiffusion of oxygen
and water vapor occurs in the cathode GDL. As a result, both the anode and cathode gas diffusion
can be modeled assuming binary diffusion. It is important to note that nitrogengas is present in
the cathode. As a result, the nitrogen concentration in the channel is calculated and assumed to the
constant through the GDL since it is not involved in the reduction reaction atthe catalyst. Ternary
diffusion must be assumed at both the anode and the cathode if nitrogen cross-over were to be
considered. The total molar flux is related to the concentration gradient, represented by




where〈D j〉 is the effective diffusivity of the gas constituents in the GDL,





(1− s)2 , (2.9)
for two dimensional bulk diffusion with flow perpendicular to the GDL carbonfibers, whereD j is
the gas diffusion coefficient. Porosity, effective diffusivity and liquid water saturation for carbon
Torayr paper GDL, are modeled from [44].
Finally, the general temporal derivative of gas concentration as a function of the local molar







+R j , (2.10)
where Equations 2.8-2.10 are combined to yield a second order PDE.
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2.6 Discretization of the Spatial Gradients
Each gas diffusion layer is separated into (L=3) discrete volumes, shownin Figure 2.5, to ap-
proximate the solution of Equations 2.1 and 2.10 for each of the constituents in the GDL. Spatial
discretization of the GDL yields eighteen coupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs), describ-
ing the gas constituent concentrations and liquid water saturation, that approximate the solution of
the original PDEs.
Anode
   GDL
Cathode
    GDL
Membrane
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c        ( ch)
c           ( ch)
N v,rct
W v,mb
Figure 2.5: Spatial discretization of the gas diffusion layers. The directionof the assumed mass
flow rate is indicated with a solid arrow. The dashed arrow is used to indicate periodic mass flow
rates.
In the discretized GDL model, spatial gradients are approximated by differenc quations. Gas














whereψan ∈ {cH2,an,cv,an,San}, andψca ∈ {cO2,ca,cv,ca,Sca} denote the variables of interest and
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k ∈ [1,L] is the spatial discretization index. Note, the different indices used here for the anode and
cathode arise from the numbering system chosen for the discrete GDL layers, shown in Figure 2.5.
The molar flux between GDL sub-volumes is calculated from the gas concentratio gradients
by applying Equation 2.8 for each gas constituent, shown generally by




where the subscripte has been introduced to refer generally to an electrode (either the anode or
cathode), and the effective diffusivity is calculated using the liquid water saturation of thek’th sec-
tion from Equation 2.9. The following backward difference equations areused to calculate the gas













The temporal ODEs describing the dependence of the gas concentrationson the molar flux













where the water evaporation rate,Revap,e(k), is calculated from Equation 2.5 with the water vapor
partial pressure,pv,e of thekth section.
The spatial gradient of liquid water flow described in Equation 2.1 is discretized o express the













where the mass flow rate of liquid water from Equation 2.2 is a function of the reduced water










where∂ pc,e∂S (k) is calculated analytically from Equation 2.4.
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2.7 Boundary Conditions
The membrane and gas channels serve as time-varying boundary conditions for the GDL model.
This section presents the application of mass conservation in the channel asw ll the model for
the water vapor exchange between the anode and cathode through the membrane. It is important to
remember that the spatial gradients within the GDL are approximated with finite difference equa-
tions. A variable taken from a GDL section that is adjacent to the boundary of interest will be
denoted byψ(1) or ψ(L), where(L = 3) indicates the section next to the gas channel and(1)
indicates the section next to the membrane.
2.7.1 Membrane Boundary Conditions
The reaction at the catalyst surface of the membrane results in a loss of hydr gen and oxygen at the
anode and cathode, respectively. These fluxes,N j,e(0), are used in the calculation of the molar flux
spatial gradients, described by
N j,e(0) =
I
εA f c2ξ F
with
{
ξ = 1 for j = H2
ξ = 2 for j = O2 ,
(2.17)
whereI is the total current drawn from the stack andF is the Faraday constant. The molar flux of
water vapor at the GDL-membrane boundary,Nv,e(0), is influenced by the generation of water vapor














Note, a scaling factor of 1/ε is used here to ensure that the water vapor mass flow rate through the
membrane is equal to the mass flow rate entering the GDL at the membrane boundary.
The water content of the membrane influences the membrane vapor transport which establishes
a time-varying boundary condition for both the anode and the cathode. These m mbrane properties,
described in [65], are assumed to be invariant across the membrane surface. The spatial variation
of water vapor throughout the membrane is neglected due to the significant difference in thickness
between the GDL (432µm) and the membrane (35µm). It is important to note that the membrane
transport properties presented in this section are taken from experimental work conducted at steady-
state. Non steady-state phenomena, such as membrane swelling and hysteresis, could be added in
the future to improve model fidelity.
As with the other volumes, the membrane is considered to be homogeneous and lumped pa-
rameter. The flux of water vapor through the membrane,Nv,mb, accounts for the effects of both
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wherei is the nominal fuel cell current density (I/A f c), nd is the electro-osmotic drag coefficient,
Dw is the membrane water vapor diffusion coefficient, andtmb is the membrane thickness. The pa-
rameterαw is a tunable parameter that will be identified using experimental data. The convctive
water transport mechanisms suggested in [15, 77, 12] are neglected dueto the relatively small water
pressure gradients at these operating conditions. For a detailed review of published literature on
membrane water vapor transport models refer to Appendix B.





where the membrane water content,λmb is defined as the ratio of water molecules to the number of
charge sites.





whereρmb,dry is the membrane dry density,Mmb,dry is the membrane dry equivalent weight, andλe
is the membrane water content at the surface of the membrane next to either theanode or cathode
GDL.
The water vapor diffusion coefficient for a perflourinated ionomeric membrane, Nafionr 117,
was determined at 25oC by [19] by applying a mass balance to determine the water vapor flux













Two different cubic polynomials were presented by [65] and [24] to relate water activity to
membrane water content at 30OC and 80oC, shown as
λ 30
oC












wherea is the water activity and the subscriptj is used here to distinguish between the anode or
cathode membrane surface and within the membrane itself,j ∈ {an, ca, mb}. To estimate the
water content at intermediate temperatures and sub-saturated conditions, [13] uggested a linear
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It is important to note that these two uptake isotherms are applicable only when wat r is in the vapor
phase (a j ≤ 1).
In [65] it was shown that a membrane equilibrated with liquid water has a water content of
λ=16.8 at 80oC, which differs from the water content when the membrane is equilibrated witha
saturated vapor. It was further indicated that the water content is sensitiv to temperature when
equilibrated with liquid water, but assumed to be a linear relationship between [λ=14,a=1] and
[λ=16.8,a=3] regardless of temperature, due to a lack of data regarding the membrane equilibration
for water in both the liquid and vapor phase. Similarly, we assume a linear relationship between the
membrane water content when equilibrated with water vapor, shown in Equation 2.24 fora j=1, and






(a j −1)+λ a=1j (2.25)
for 1 < a j < 3. Further experimental results from [81] and [24] provided data regarding the tem-
perature sensitivity of the membrane water content equilibrated with liquid water. However, fitting
this data points to a non-monotonic behavior ofλ=f(a), at some temperatures within the operating
range of the PEMFC, during the transition between water in the vapor and liqui phases (a = 1),
hence this relationship is not considered in this work.
Finally, the membrane water activity is assumed to be the average between the anode and cath-








wherepv,e(1) is the water vapor pressure in the GDL layer next to the membrane, calculatedsing
the water vapor concentrations.
Note: it is assumed that reactant molecules do not transfer through the membrane between the
anode and the cathode. Additionally, only water vapor can penetrate the membrane, not liquid water,
implying Wl,e(0) = 0.
The calculation algorithm for the membrane boundary condition used to relate thes GDL water
vapor partial pressures to the membrane vapor flux is shown in Figure 2.6.In summary, the water va-
por partial pressures in the GDL section closest to the membrane surfacesare u ed to determine the
water activity in the first GDL section, which is assumed to be equal to the membrane w ter activity
at the membrane-GDL interface. These two membrane water activities are averaged to calculate the
lumped membrane water activity, which influence diffusion and electro-osmoticdrag. Finally, the
net water vapor flux is calculated, given diffusion, drag and the water vapor concentrations at the
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membrane surfaces.
P     (1)v,ca
P     (1)v,an
a    (1)ca









Figure 2.6: Summary of the calculation procedure to determine the membrane water vapor flux
given GDL section (1) water vapor partial pressures.
2.7.2 Boundary conditions at the cathode channel
The concentration of oxygen and water vapor in the cathode channels,cO2,ca(L+1) andcv,ca(L+1),
are used for the calculation of the gas concentration gradient for the GDLsection next to the chan-
nels,∂c j,ca∂y (L). Mass conservation for the gas species in the cathode is applied using the cathode inlet
conditions as inputs, requiring measurements of the dry air mass flow rate,Wda,ca,in, temperature,
Tca,in, total gas pressure,pca,in, and humidity,φca,in, along with the cathode outlet pressure,pca,out .
After completing several experiments under a range mass flow rates and temperatures, it was found
that the cathode inlet total gas flow was fully humidified and the cathode outlet total pressure was
approximately atmospheric, motivating the assumptions thatφca,in=1 andpca,out=patm.
The mass flow rate of the individual gas species supplied to the cathode channel are calculated
as follows:
WO2,ca,in = xO2,ca,inWda,ca,in,
WN2 ,ca,in = xN2,ca,inWda,ca,in,
Wv,ca,in = ωca,inWda,ca,in,
(2.27)







for a gas-water vapor mixture, with the mass fraction of oxygen and nitrogen in the dry air (da)
defined asxO2 = yO2 MO2/Mda andxN2 = (1− yO2)MN2/Mda, whereMda = yO2 MO2 + (1− yO2)MN2
andyO2 is the oxygen mole fraction in dry air.
The gas species mass in the cathode channel are balanced by applying mass continuity:
dmO2,ca(L+1)
dt = WO2,ca,in −WO2,ca,out +WO2,ca(L),
dmN2,ca(L+1)
dt = WN2 ,ca,in −WN2,ca,out ,
dmw,ca(L+1)
dt = Wv,ca,in −Wv,ca,out +Ww,ca(L).
(2.29)
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Although in the physical system the cathode air mass flow rate may be responsible for removing
some liquid water from the cathode channel, for modeling purposes it is assumed that all water
exiting the cathode is in the form of vapor.
The mass flow rate of gases exiting the cathode are calculated as:




WO2,ca,out = xO2,ca,chWda,ca,out ,
Wv,ca,out = Wca,out −Wa,ca,out ,
WN2,ca,out = (1− xO2,ca)Wda,ca,out ,
(2.31)
wherekca is an orifice constant found experimentally. For a detailed description of theprocess used
to identify the orifice constants with experimental data, refer to Appendix A. Although the mole
fraction of oxygen at the cathode inlet is assumed to be constant,yO2,ca,in = 0.21, the mole fraction
of oxygen in the channel (driving the outlet mass flow rates) is dependent upon the oxygen mass
(pressure) state in the channel, such thatyO2,ca = pO2,ca/pca.
Finally, the oxygen and total water mass flow rates between the GDL and the channel,WO2,ca(L)
andWw,ca(L), must be calculated to solve the mass conservation equations shown in Equation 2.29.
The oxygen mass flow through the GDL-channel interface is a function ofthe oxygen molar flux,
NO2(L). The total water mass flow rate,Ww,ca(L), exchanged between the GDL and channel is a
function of the liquid water mass flow,Wl,ca(L), and the water vapor flux,Nv,ca. Both the oxygen
and total water mass flow rates are described by
WO2,ca(L) = NO2(L)MO2εA f cncells,
Ww,ca(L) = (Wl,ca(L)+Nv,ca(L)MvεA f c)ncells ,
(2.32)
where the assumptionSca(L+1) = 0 is employed in the calculation of the reduced water saturation
gradient to determine the liquid water mass flow rate between the GDL-channelinterface,Wl,ca(L).
Within the channel, the volume of liquid water is assumed to be negligible compared with the total
channel volume, motivating this assumption thatSca(L+1) =0.
2.7.3 Boundary conditions at the anode channel
Similarly to the cathode, the inputs for the anode calculations are the measured anode inlet condi-
tions including the dry hydrogen mass flow rate,WH2,an,in, the supply manifold temperature,Tan,in,
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the total pressure,pan,in, and the relative humidity,φan,in. Dry hydrogen is supplied to the anode, as
a resultφan,in= 0. The resulting mass balances for hydrogen and water are:
dmH2,an(L+1)
dt = WH2,an,in −WH2,an,out −WH2,an(L),
dmw,an(L+1)
dt = Wv,an,in −Wv,an,out −Ww,an(L).
(2.33)
The dry hydrogen inlet mass flow rate,WH2,an,in = kan,in(pan,in − pan(L +1)), is controlled with
a pressure regulator to maintain a constant anode inlet total pressure. The process used to determine
the anode orifice constants is provided in Appendix A. Because the hydrogen supplied to the anode
is dry, the vapor mass flow rate is assumed to be zero (Wv,an,in= 0). In calculating the anode total


















The total mass flow rate leaving the anode channel,Wan,out , exists only during an anode gas
purge to remove both water, and unfortunately, hydrogen. The equations quantifying the hydrogen
and water vapor mass flow rates leaving the anode channel are expressd as:




Wv,an,out = Wan,out −WH2,an,out .
(2.35)
Similarly to the cathode, the gas and liquid water mass flow rates between the GDL and ch nnel
are calculated by
WH2,an(L) = NH2(L)MH2εA f cncells,
Ww,an(L) = (Wl,an(L)+Nv,an(L)MvεA f c)ncells,
(2.36)
where the assumptionSan(L+1) = 0 is employed in the calculation of the reduced water saturation
gradient to determine the liquid water mass flow rate between the GDL-channelinterface,Wl,an(L).
The calculation of the mass flow rates leaving the anode channel depends on the measurement
of the anode outlet total pressure,pan,out , shown in Equation 2.35. The anode outlet pressure can
also be estimated using a similar approach as presented for the anode channl and documented in
[52], whereWan,rm = kan,rm(pan,out − pamb), resulting in the addition of two states (hydrogen and
water mass in the return manifold).
2.8 Output Voltage Equation
In this section, the voltage equation is presented as a mapping from the apparent current density,
reactant concentrations, temperature and membrane humidity conditions. All units for current den-
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sity used throughout the presentation of the voltage model are given in A/cm2 for consistency with
other published models.
Once anode flooding occurs, we associate the resulting voltage degradation with the accumula-








where the mass of water in the anode channel,mw,an(L +1), is taken from Equation 2.33. The ac-
cumulated liquid water mass is assumed to form a thin film of thickness,twl, blocking part of the










where the apparent fuel cell areaAapp is approximated as




The scaling factor of 2 in Equation 2.39 was used to account for the fact tht one half of the surface
area at the GDL-channel interface is occupied by channel ribs, whichreduces the area available for
the formation of a liquid water film. This methodology for relating the accumulation ofthe liquid
water in the channel to a restricted active area was first proposed in [40] and a similar methodology
was employed by [22]. Some models that deal with cathode flooding, however, propose an increased
current density due to the water accumulation in the catalyst layer at the GDL-membrane interface
[74]. Ongoing experimental work from many researchers has focused on quantifying this accumu-
lation of liquid water using direct visualization [37] or neutron imaging techniques [70, 10, 32].
The thickness of this water layer,twl is a tunable parameter that impacts the rate at which the
active area is reduced and in turn the rate of voltage decay as the liquid water accumulates. Note
that the notion of apparent current density, influenced bytwl in the gas channel, is a simplification
of the flooding phenomena that nevertheless captures the experimentally observed dynamic voltage
behavior of a multi-cell stack under a range of conditions including both flooding and non-flooding.
As shown in Section 2.9, this tuned parameter is similar to that experimentally determined in [10].
Once the apparent current density is calculated it is used, together with thepartial pressure of
the reactants in the anode and cathode GDL sections next to the membrane, to det rmine the average
cell voltage. The average cell voltage,v, is equal to the theoretical open circuit voltage,E, minus
the activation,Uact , and ohmic,Uohmic, losses such that
v = E −Uact −Uohmic . (2.40)
We have assumed that the concentration voltage loss due to a mass transportlimitation at high cur-
rent density is negligible as a result of our operation at relatively low current densities (i < 0.4
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A/cm2).
The theoretical open circuit voltage, if the chemical reaction was a reversible process, varies
with respect to reactant partial pressures and temperature according tothe change in Gibbs free





















where∆S and∆H are the differences in entropy and enthalpy from standard state conditions, po is
the standard pressure, and the oxygen and hydrogen partial pressures, pO2,ca(1) and pH2,an(1), are
located in GDL Section 1 next to the membrane.
The activation overvoltage accounts for the energy required to drive the chemical reaction (a
deviation from equilibrium), as well as the loss current density resulting from the transport of molec-
ular hydrogen from the anode to the cathode through the membrane. The total activ tion voltage










whereK1 is a tunable parameter representing the reciprocal of the charge transfer coe ficient,iloss is
the loss current density due to hydrogen crossover,iapp is the apparent current density that is a func-
tion of the reduced active area due to the accumulation of liquid water at the GDL-channel interface
from Equation 2.38, andio is the exchange current density which is a function of the reactant partial

















whereK2 andK3 are tunable parameters,Ec is the activation energy for oxygen reduction on Pt, and
To is the reference temperature.
The ohmic voltage loss is dominated by the membrane conductivity as well as the contact and
bulk electrical resistance of the conductive materials. This loss was shownexperimentally in [65]












whereK4 is a tunable parameter,tmb is the membrane thickness,b11 andb12 are experimentally
identified parameters from [65], andλmb is the membrane water content from Equations 2.23-2.25.
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2.9 Parameter Identification Approach
Lacking a practical experimental means to measure the spatial distribution of water mass in the
anode and cathode of a large multi-cell stack for the use of online control, the umped-parameter
two-phase flow model developed here is indirectly calibrated and validated throug model predic-
tion of the effects of flooding on cell voltage. A reasonably wide variation inthe experimental
operating conditions have been examined, including both flooding and non-flooding conditions, to
ensure that the model adequately estimates the relationship between GDL flooding an cell voltage
degradation. The range of operating conditions examined is limited due to our operation with a
stack, not a single cell, and our desire to minimize cell to cell voltage variations [57].
There exists two sets of model parameters which must be either calibrated or tuned. The cal-
ibrated parameters are based on the fuel cell hardware specifications,listed in Table 2.1. These
parameters may require additional experiments to determine, such as the orifice constants describ-
ing the back pressure flow characteristics for each gas channel. For adetailed description of the
process used to tune the orifice constants refer to Appendix A. The known parameter values taken
from published literature, are listed in Table 2.2.
Table 2.1: Parameters required based on PEMFC stack specifications.
Symbol Definition
A f c=0.030 m2 fuel cell nominal active area
K=2.55e-13 m2 [44] absolute permeability
Mmb,dry=1.0 kg/mol membrane dry equivalent weight
ncells=24 number of cells in stack
tgdl=0.5 mm total GDL thickness
tmb=0.038 mm PEMFC membrane thickness (includes catalyst layer)
Vca=380 cm3 cathode channel volume
Van=430 cm3 anode channel volume
Van,rm=345 cm3 anode return manifold volume
ε=0.5 [44] GDL material porosity
ρmb,dry=1900 kg/m3 membrane dry density
kca,in=11.3e-7 m s cathode orifice constant
kca,out=11.3e-7 m s cathode orifice constant
kan,in=9.34e-7 m s anode orifice constant
kan,out=9.34e-7 m s anode orifice constant
kan,rm=11.3e-6 m s return manifold orifice constant
The two water related tunable parameters that require experimental identification are the: scaled
“stack-level” membrane back diffusion,αw, of Equation 2.19, and thickness of liquid water layer
accumulating at the GDL-channel interface,twl of Equation 2.39. Additionally, there are four tun-
able parametersK1-K4 associated with the output voltage in Equations 2.40-2.44. Although the
water related parameters do not appear linearly, the voltage equation can be rearranged such that
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)(Ωcm)−1 [65] membrane conductivity parameter
b12=0.00326(Ωcm)−1[65] ohmic resistance parameter
DH2=114 mm
2/s [44] hydrogen diffusion coefficient
DO2=30.3 mm
2/s [44] oxygen diffusion coefficient
Ec=66 kJ/mol [3] activation energy
F=96485 C/mol e− Faraday’s constant
∆H=-228,740 J/mol Enthalpy difference from STP (water in vapor phase)
iloss=1 mA/cm2 [3] loss current density
L=3 number of GDL sections
MH2=0.002 kg/mole hydrogen molecular weight
MO2=0.032 kg/mole oxygen molecular weight
MN2=0.028 kg/mole nitrogen molecular weight
MH2O=0.018 kg/mole water molecular weight
po=1 atm standard state pressure
R=8.314 J/mol K universal gas constant
sim=0.1 [44] immobile saturation
∆S=-44.43 J/mol K Entropy difference from STP (water in vapor phase)
To=298.15 K standard state temperature
Vp=2.5 cm3 GDL section pore volume
δy=0.167 mm GDL discretization width
γ=900 s−1 [44] volumetric condensation coeff.
θc=60 degrees [44] contact angle
µ=0.405 g/m s [44] liquid water viscosity
ρ=997 kg/m3 liquid water density
σ=0.0644 N/m [44] surface tension




































(iapp + iloss) . (2.45)
The relationship of the voltage model to the GDL model and boundary conditions is shown in the
block diagram of Figure 2.7. The resulting cell voltage output is first compared to the measured
value for parameter tuning and then for model validation.
Given a set of values forαw andtwl, the voltage parameters were identified using linear least
squares to minimize the difference between the measured average cell voltage, v̄, nd the modeled
cell voltage, ˆv, using the cost function
J =
∫ texp
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Figure 2.7: Block diagram indicating the inputs and outputs from the GDL and voltage models. The
dashed rectangle encompasses the GDL model.
over the experimental testing time,texp. The statistics associated with the estimation error were
examined over a range of[αw, twl] pairs to find the locally optimal[αw, twl] combination and the
resultingK values.
In the physical stack hardware, there are 24 individual cell voltages being measured. The aver-
age and median cell voltages exhibit similar dynamics with a relatively small differenc in voltage
between them. However, there is a significant difference in the magnitude and deviation between
the minimum and maximum cell voltages. As a result, the use of either the minimum or maximum
cell voltages for parameter tuning results in an underestimation or overestimation of the degree of
flooding. For these reasons, the average cell voltage is used for modeltuning.
2.10 Model Calibration Results
Experimental calibration data were collected for a range of nominal stack current densities from
i=0-300 mA/cm2, air stoichiometries of 250% and 300%, and coolant outlet temperatures from
45-63oC, at an anode inlet total pressure of 1.2 bar, as shown in Figure 2.8. A polarization curve
(I-V) was conducted at approximately 70 minutes, at which time the purge events were temporarily
disabled. The purge events were scheduled to occur every 180 second for a duration of 1 second.
During purge events, the purge solenoid valve was momentarily opened, exposing the anode outlet
manifold to ambient pressure. As a result of this decreased anode total pressure, the manual pres-
sure regulator, which tries to maintain its downstream pressure, increasedthe hydrogen mass flow
rate through the system. Following the closure of the purge solenoid valve, small spikes in pressure
occur as the pressure regulator readjusted its delivery pressure.
As shown in Figure 2.8, the initial coolant outlet temperature setpoint was 50oC and then
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Air Stoich=250% Air Stoich=300%
Setpoint T=50C
Setpoint T=60C
Figure 2.8: Experimental measurements used for model calibration. The first subplot shows the 24
individual cell voltages along with black dots at 600 mV which illustrate the portions of the data set
used for calibration. The second subplot shows the nominal current density. The third subplot is the
anode and cathode inlet total pressures. The fourth subplot is the temperature of the water coolant
leaving the stack.
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changed to 60oC at approximately 185 minutes. Thermostatic controllers were used to control
the heat exchanger fans to regulate the coolant outlet temperature. As these fans were cycled,
oscillations in temperature were induced.
The standard deviation in the cell voltage measurements was greater at high current density (300
mA/cm2) than at low current density [57]. This increased uncertainty at high current density, seen
in Figure 2.8, was due to both the increased difference in the cell to cell voltage v riation as well
as the increased excursions in cell voltage between anode purges. Moreover, at high current density
the cell with the minimum voltage exhibited greater voltage excursions between anode purges than
the cell with the maximum voltage. However, the mean and median voltages had similardynamic
and steady-state responses.
For the purposes of model calibration, a portion of the calibration data set was selected to in-
clude a range of both transient and ”steady-state” operating conditions.Thi portion of data is
indicated with a blackx in the voltage plot shown in Figure 2.8. Data at open-circuit were avoided
due to the high uncertainty associated with operation at open-circuit voltage[57]. The identified
parameters resulting in the smallest mean, maximum and standard deviation in the estimation error
over the set ofαw ∈[7,12] andtwl ∈[0.09mm,0.16mm], while still capturing the trend in the voltage
response during flooding conditions, are shown in Table 2.3.









Using the identified parameters, the model was simulated to produce voltage estimations for the
entire calibration data set. Figure 2.9 shows the model estimation at 300 mA/cm2 between 180-200
minutes. The second subplot compares the nominal current density,i = I/A f c, to the apparent cur-
rent density,iapp from Equation 2.38, based on the apparent surface area that is not blocked by the
liquid water film at the GDL-channel interface.
As liquid water accumulated in the anode gas channels, the apparent area dec sed, causing an
increase in the apparent current density. Following a purge, the liquid water s removed and the
apparent current density returned to the nominal value. Following some purg s, not all of the water
was removed from the gas channels, causing the apparent current density to remain greater than the
nominal current density. Since the apparent current density was usedto calculate the cell voltage,
the estimation of cell voltage is then sensitive to the degree of flooding in the anode gas channels
and GDL. The values for the identified parameters,αw and twl influence the rate at which liquid
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Figure 2.9: GDL model calibration results. The first subplot shows the 24 individual cell voltages
with thin faint colored lines, the measurement average voltage in a thick solid blue line, and the
estimated voltage in a thick dotted red line. The second subplot shows the nominal and pparent
current densities. The third subplot is the anode and cathode inlet total pressures. The fourth subplot
is the temperature of the water coolant leaving the stack.
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water accumulates in the gas channels (impacting the rate of decay in voltage beween purges) as
well as how much liquid water mass accumulates in the gas channel (how much thevoltage recov-
ers following a purge). When all of the liquid water was removed from the gas ch nnels, the cell
voltage returned to approximately the same value following each purge event.
Although the voltage prediction is an indirect means for evaluating the overallpredictive ability
of our model, voltage is a stack variable that combines the internal states of thestack and provides
an accessible, cheap, fast and accurate measurement. The model accurately captured the trend of
the voltage decay and subsequent recovery after an anode purging eve t. Note here, for the entire
calibration data set, the average estimation error was 2.9 mV, the maximum estimation error was 42
mV and the standard deviation in the estimation error was 3.6 mV.
In addition to adequately capturing the temporal evolution in voltage during flooding, the model
accurately estimated the reactant dynamics during load changes. The overshoot in cell voltage dur-
ing a step change up in current from 0.25 A/cm2 to 0.3 A/cm2 at approximately 183.4 minutes,
is shown in detail in Figure 2.10, along with subsequent purging events near 183.7 minutes. A
decrease in the partial pressure of oxygen at the cathode membrane surface occurs due to volume
filling dynamics; however, there was very little deviation in the hydrogen partial pressure during the
load change. As a result, the reactant starvation occurred predominantlyon the cathode and not the
anode under these operating conditions. Referring back to Figure 2.9, the overshoot in cell voltage
at approximately 198 minutes for a step change down in current from 0.3 A/cm2 to 0.25 A/cm2
is also well approximated. Note here, for simulations of reactant dynamics during a load change
reported in [53] and [73], the model predictions were not compared with experimental data.
Figure 2.11 displays the predicted water vapor partial pressures, the liquid water saturation, and
the mass of liquid water accumulating in the anode channel during the same load change and sub-
sequent purging events as described previously for Figure 2.10. Theslow rise in the water vapor
partial pressure was due to the increase in the cell operating temperature.
Immediately following the purge valve opening, the mass of liquid water in the anode chan-
nel was evaporated into the bulk gas stream (due to the increased hydrogen mass flow rate during
the purge). The volumetric condensation coefficient,γ in Equation 2.5, influenced the non-
instantaneous rate of evaporation of water vapor in the GDL section allowingthe water vapor partial
pressure to decrease before all of the liquid water was removed from theGDL sections.
The liquid water saturation in the GDL section closest to the channel,san(3), decreased most
significantly during a purge. Liquid water flowed from the GDL towards the cannel until the immo-
bile saturation limit was reached,san(3) ≤ sim, at which point only water vapor entered the channel
from the GDL. Liquid water does not flow from the GDL to the anode channel, following the purge,
until the liquid water saturation in the GDL exceeded the immobile saturation limit. If the purge
event were to have occurred over a longer time interval, more water vaporin the anode GDL would
have been removed, causing a more significant impact on the cathode liquid water saturation due to
the water vapor transport through the membrane.
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Figure 2.10: Reactant dynamics during a load change and anode purgingeve t. The first two sub-
plots show the cell voltages along with the nominal and apparent current densi ies. The 24 individual
cell voltages have thin faint colored lines with the measurement average voltage in thick solid blue
line and the estimated voltage in a thick dotted red line. The third and fourth subplots sh w the oxy-
gen and hydrogen partial pressures in each GDL section (1-3) as wellas in the channel (4). A load
change and anode purging event occurs at approximately 183.4 and 183.8 minutes, respecitvely.
2.10.2 Estimation Sensitivity to Tunable Parameters
The sensitivity of the voltage parameters,K1-K4, to the water related tunable parameters is shown
in Figure 2.12. The first voltage parameter,K1, which scales the total activation overvoltage and


















































































Figure 2.11: Water dynamics during a load change and anode purging evet. The first row of sub-
plots shows the water vapor partial pressures in the GDL and channels. Th channel is indicated by
a solid line and the three GDL sections are represented by dashed lines. The econd row of subplots
displays the liquid water saturation in the GDL. Finally, the third row of subplots indicates first the
state of the purge solenoid valve (0 indicates the valve is closed and 1 means thvalve is open),
followed by the mass of liquid water accumulating in the anode channel.
the anode channel water layer asαw increases. The second and third tunable voltage parameters,K2
andK3, influence the exchange current density and tend to increase asαw increases ortw decreases.
The fourth tunable voltage parameter,K4, which scales the ohmic overvoltage and shifts the linear
portion of the polarization curve, decreases asαw increases ortw decreases.
As expected for all four voltage parameters, a greater change in theK value occurs asαw in-
creases. If less water is transported to the anode from the cathode (smallαw), then less liquid water
accumulates in the anode gas channel, the apparent current density approaches the nominal current
density, and a single set ofK parameter values results. In addition, for a givenαw, astwl increases,
the voltage parameters will approach the value seen at lowαw. Physically, a smallαw or large
twl results in less voltage sensitivity to anode flooding. Interestingly, for largeαw, theK2 voltage
parameter, which scales the exchange current density and influences the activation overvoltage, is
most sensitive totwl. The influence ofαw andtwl on the temporal voltage evolution will be discussed
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Figure 2.12: Sensitivity of the voltage parameters on the water related tunableparameters.
further.
Of course, the resultant tuned value of the voltage parameters is not of significance as compared
to the resulting voltage estimation. As a result, the estimation error statistics over thecalibration
data set were compared at various [αw,twl] pairs. The mean and standard deviation in the voltage
estimation error, ¯v(t)− v̂(t), as a function of the tunable water-related parameters,αw andtwl, are
shown in Figure 2.13. In general, over the range of parameter values considered, an increase inαw
results in an increased estimation error mean and standard deviation and an incre se in the thickness
of the water layer accumulating in the anode gas channel,twl, results in a decrease in the estimation
error statistics.
Interestingly, a decreased estimation error does not imply that the estimation is improved. For
example, for smallαw the net water vapor mass transport from the cathode to the anode is decreased,
implying less liquid water accumulates in the anode gas channel, resulting in a voltage estimation
which does not appreciably vary between purges. Of course, to increase the sensitivity of voltage
on the accumulation of water mass in the anode channel for a givenαw, thetwl parameter could be
39









































































Figure 2.13: Voltage estimation error mean and standard deviation as a function of he water related
tunable parameters.
decreased to increase the temporal voltage degradation between purges. As s en in Figure 2.13, as
αw increases, the change in the estimation error for varyingtwl also becomes more prominent.
Physically, as the net membrane water mass transport from the cathode to theanode increases,
by increasingαw, an increased mass of liquid water accumulates in the anode gas channel. Ata
given liquid water layer thickness,twl, this increased water mass results in a faster voltage degrada-
tion between purges. However, each new value for these tunable water rel t d parameters results in
a different set of optimal set of voltage parameters,K1-K4. Figure 2.14 compares the influence of
the tunable water-related parameters on the voltage estimation between purgeswhen new optimal
voltage parameters,K1-K4, are generated for each pair of water-related parameters, [αw,twl]. In this
case, an increasedαw shifts the voltage estimation however maintains a similar voltage degradation,
whereastwl has a more significant impact on the voltage decay rate.
However, if the voltage parameters are not recalculated for each new [αw,twl] pair and instead
are kept at the identified values shown in Table 2.3, the influence of these water related parameters
is more obvious, as shown in Figure 2.15. The sensitivity of the voltage estimation is now much
more pronounced. Additionally, the impact of the increased membrane water transport on the volt-
age decay rate between purges is clear. Note, the mass of liquid water accumulating in the anode
channel is a function ofαw and nottwl or the voltage parameters.
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Figure 2.14: Influence of the water related tunable parameters on the accumulation of liquid water
in the anode channel and the resultant voltage estimation. The first subplotshows anode channel
liquid water mass. The second and third subplots show the voltage estimation as afunction ofαw
andtwl.
2.11 Model Validation Results
For the purposes of model validation, the calibrated model was simulated with experimental inputs
that were not considered in the calibration process. The resulting model predictions are shown in
Figure 2.16 and compared with the actual cell voltage measurements at five differ nt load levels.
The data shown demonstrates the model predicting capability over a range ofcurrent densities and
air stoichiometries. At approximately 162 minutes, the air stoichiometry was increased from 200%
to 300%, causing a more significant increase in the voltage estimation (throughthe partial pressure
of oxygen at the membrane boundary) than was experimentally observed.Despite the increased
error associated with the oxygen partial pressure, the model correctly estimated the degree of anode
flooding at various current densities, correctly predicting no significant flooding at low loads. As
the load level was reduced, the degree of flooding decreased, which isseen from inspection of the
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Figure 2.15: For fixed voltage parameters, the influence of the water related tunable parameters on
the voltage estimation.
deviation in voltage decreased between purges, which was experimentally confirmed.
For the entire validation data set, the average estimation error was 8.7 mV, the maximum esti-
mation error was 105 mV and the standard deviation in the estimation error was 11.5 mV. Although
these validation error statistics are approximately two times greater than the error statistics asso-
ciated with the calibration data, at all times throughout the experiment the estimatedaverage cell
voltage was bounded between the measured minimum and maximum cell voltages and the measured
cell to cell variation was larger than the average estimation error.
Although the model of the reactant and water dynamics results in an accurateestimation of the
voltage degradation between purges, we have made the assumption that this degradation was solely
due to the accumulation of liquid water in the gas channels. However, it is conceivable that some of
this degradation could be due to the accumulation of nitrogen on the anode as ar sult of operation
with air, rather than pure oxygen, or catalyst flooding. Our model has tunable parameters that can
compensate for these model assumptions and simplifications, but it is very important to check the
tuned parameter values against other published values. As Table 2.3 shows, t e tunedαw andtwl,
are reasonable and within the range of published results [56, 10].
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Figure 2.16: GDL model validation results. The first subplot shows the 24 individual cell voltages
in thin faint colored lines with the average cell voltage based on the measurements in a thick solid
blue line and the estimated cell voltage in a thick dotted red line. The second subplot shows the
nominal and apparent current densities. The third subplot contains the anod nd cathode inlet total
pressures. The fourth subplot is the temperature of the water coolant leavi g the stack.
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Chapter 3
Membrane Based Humidification System Model
To actively manage the amount of water entrained in the reactant gas streamssupplied to the fuel cell
stack, a membrane based external humidification system is proposed. Muchlike the fuel cell model
presented in Chapter 2, the humidification system leverages input/output measurements for cheap,
accurate and fast control. To design adequate controllers for the coordination of this humidification
system, a low order, control-oriented model was devised based on first principles and is calibrated
and experimentally validated, as shown in this chapter. Although we have focused on humidifying
the cathode reactant stream, the same techniques could be applied to the anode reactant stream as
well. The subsequent control objectives, controller development, and closed loop implementation
are later discussed in Chapter 4.
3.1 Humidification System Operation
This section provides an overview of the humidifier system operation and design criteria. The exper-
imental hardware associated with the humidification system is then detailed, including sensor and
actuator specifications, placement and functionality. While this humidification system is capable of
regulating either the anode (hydrogen) or cathode (air) gas streams, thesystem was designed for
pre-treatment of the reactants supplied to the fuel cell cathode.
3.1.1 System Description
The external, membrane-based, humidification system is used to control bothfuel cell cathode inlet
relative humidity and temperature. The purpose of the external humidifier is todeliver moist air
to the cathode inlet of the PEMFC stack between 50o-65o C and 50%-100% relative humidity at
dry air mass flow rates between 0-45 slm. These specifications are based on the expected operating
temperature and current density range of an 8-cell PEMFC stack with an active rea of 300cm2.
To control the temperature and the amount of water vapor entrained with the air supplied to
the fuel cell, a membrane-based humidifier, water heater, water reservoir, air bypass, and gas mixer
are used. The path of the air and water are shown in Figure 3.1 along with thecoupling of the












Figure 3.1: External humidifier system overview, detailing the reservoir, water heater, humidifier,
bypass, and gas mixer as well as the relationship of the humidification system tohe fuel cell stack.
The small thin arrows indicate flow directions and the large thick arrows indicate locations where
heat is added to the system.
The humidifier is designed to produce a saturated air-vapor mixture at a temperature that is con-
trolled by the water heater. The humidifier utilizes specially design polymeric membranes to permit
vapor transport through the membrane without transferring liquid water. Air is introduced to the
surface of one side of the membrane, while liquid water passes across the other surface. Due to
the water concentration gradient across the membrane, liquid water evaporates and is transported
through the membrane to be injected into the air stream. This polymeric membrane is also thermally
conductive, allowing the hot liquid water to heat the relatively cold incoming air. The membrane
surface area and the number of humidification cells are designed to ensurethat the air leaving the
humidifier is saturated for the entire range of expected operating temperatures, mass flow rates, and
membrane pressure gradients.
The total air mass flow rate (through the humidifier and bypass) is dictated by the fuel cell load
demand and desired stoichiometric ratio of air delivered to the fuel cell cathode. Thus, the total dry
air mass flow rate through the humidification system can be thought of as a disturbance. By control-
ling the amount of this total air flow demand supplied to the humidifier and that bypassed around the
humidifier, to be joined in the gas mixer, the relative humidity of the mixer exhaust gas can be reg-
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ulated. The dry air is supplied to the humidification system at approximately ambient temperature
and is delivered to mass flow controllers (MFCs). These MFCs are used toin ependently control
the mass flow rate of air supplied to the humidifier and the bypass.
A critical aspect of operating the air-vapor circulation system, is preventing co densate from
forming. Remember, the flow of air leaving the humidifier is a saturated air-vapor mixture at some
temperature dependent upon the operating conditions of the humidifier. If the air bypassing the
humidifier is colder than the air leaving the humidifier, the mixture of the two gas streams will
create condensation. As a result, the bypass temperature must be well regulated by the bypass
heater. To further avoid condensation during gas mixing, the mixer is heatedto maintain the desired
temperature prior to being supplied to the cathode of the PEMFC stack.
Liquid water is delivered to the humidifier system from the water reservoir and circulated
through the water heater and humidifier before returning to the reservoir,comprising the humid-
ifier water circulation system. To minimize hardware complexity, this water reservoir is physically
shared with the PEMFC stack such that two streams of the liquid water are supplied to the reservoir
at different temperatures and leave the reservoir at the same temperature, implying that the reservoir
is well mixed. A desired amount of heat is added to the humidifier water circulation system in the
water heater. This controlled liquid water temperature is used to regulate the temprature of the air
leaving the humidifier.
3.1.2 Experimental Hardware
The external humidifier system experimental hardware, shown in Figure 3.2, was installed at the
Fuel Cell Control Laboratory at the University of Michigan. The designand installation of the
humidifier equipment was completed in collaboration with the Schatz Energy Research Center at
Humboldt State University.
Figure 3.2: External gas humidification system installed at the Fuel Cell Control Laboratory, Uni-
versity of Michigan.
A detailed schematic of the humidifier system hardware is provided in Figure 3.3, illustrating
the location of the sensors and actuators used to control and monitor the gasumidification system.
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Note, the air, water, data acquisition, and signal conditioning test bench subsystems used to regulate





























































Figure 3.3: Schematic of the gas humidification system hardware, detailing sensor a d actuator
placement.
The humidifier water circulation system contains a water pump, manual throttle valve and water
flow meter for controlling and monitoring the liquid water mass flow rate. A 1000W inline water
heater is used to heat the liquid water as it enters the humidifier. A manual bleedvalve, not de-
picted in Figure 3.3, is located between the liquid water humidifier outlet manifold and the top of
the reservoir to prevent air from accumulating on the water side of the humidifier membranes1.
The air system utilizes two separate mass flow controllers directing air throughthe bypass and
the humidifier. The bypass air is heated with a 50W inline resistive heater. Heat tape, containing a
resistive heating element embedded in silicon rubber, is wrapped around the outside surface of the
gas mixer stainless steel tubing to provide 52W of heat. All air plumbing is insulated with fiber-
glass cloth; however, this cloth does not provide enough insulation to justifythe assumption that
the plumbing systems can be treated as adiabatic (this claim will be substantiated byexperimental
parameter identification).
The membrane based humidifier employs solid expanded teflon (ePTFE) GOREr SELECTT M
ionomer composite membranes for water vapor transport from the liquid waterto he air. Air and
1Due to the air concentration gradient across the humidifier membranes, air is tr nsported from the air to the water
side of the membranes, creating an air pocket unless properly removed.
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liquid water are transported to opposite sides of the humidifier membranes usingcha nels milled
into sheets of polypropylene. The humidifier membranes also contain bondedshe ts of polyte-
trafluoroethylene (PTFE) gaskets for sealing purposes. Finally, the channels and membranes are
held together with phenolic endplates used to maintain cell compression.
Temperature is measured as the air enters the humidifier system, and exits the humidifier, by-
pass and mixer. The liquid water temperature is measured as the water exits the re ervoir, enters
the humidifier and exits the humidifier. The liquid water volumetric flow rate is measurd between
the reservoir and the water heater, prior to entering the humidifier. Total airpressure is measured at
the exit of the humidifier and the exit of the mixer. Relative humidity is measured atthe exit of the
mixer, prior to entering the fuel cell cathode. The dry air mass flow rates are measured upstream of
the humidifier and bypass.
The instruments used to monitor relative humidity, pressure, flow and temperature are listed in
Table 3.1. Included in this table are technical specifications detailing sensorrange, accuracy, and
response time. Additionally, the measurement bin size associated with the precision of the data
acquisition system is tabulated. Note, the sensor resolution and response timeare provided by the
component manufacturers and have not been verified.
Table 3.1: Sensor and Controller Specifications.
Description Range and DAQ Response
Accuracy Precision Time
MKS Bypass MFC 4.1-410±4.1 mg/s 0.01 mg/s 0.5 s
MKS Humidifier MFC 0.02-2±0.02 g/s 0.07 mg/s 0.5 s
McMillan Water MFM 3-83±3 g/s 3 mg/s not avail.
Rotronic RH sensor SP050−100%±1.5% 0.003% not avail.
probe (C94 capacitive −40−60◦C ±0.3◦C 0.003◦C
sensor) M2 series
transducer, Pt RTD
Omega pressure 0-34.47±0.083 kPa 1 Pa 10 ms
transducer
PX4202-005G5V
Omega type T −100−400◦C ±1.0◦C 0.02◦C 0.3 s
thermocouple
To control the bypass or mixer heater, a continuous signal is commanded through software to
a phase-fired solid state relay. The user/controller specifies the amount of power to be provided to
the heater. This software command is then converted to a continuous signal as an input to the relay
unit. The relay unit then provides a controllable fraction of a 60Hz sine wave to the heater which
corresponds to the desired heater power. For example, if the heater is rated at 50W, a 2.5 VDC sig-
nal (half of the total possible analog output signal) would result in half of the 60Hz sine wave being
provided to the heater, in turn supplying 25W of heat. The water heater is controlled by providing
a digital pulse width modulated signal from the computer to the optically isolated digital relays on
the digital backplane. This relay switches 120VAC which is provided directlyto the water heater.
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With these hardware control configurations, the controller update frequencies are dependent on the
software scan rates.
To account for signal bias using the phase-fired solid state relays, the heat r electrical control
system was calibrated by relating the software command to the actual heater power out. A cali-
bration curve was incorporated to remove this bias, assuming the bias is constant. However, noise
in the commanded signal may not be constant and can never be eliminated. To reduce the number
or measurements required to control and monitor the humidification system, the control signals are
not directly measured. Instead, the ”measured” input signal is in fact thesoftware command which
contains no noise.
3.2 Model Development
The humidifier system was divided into five control volumes, namely the reservoir, water heater,
humidifier, bypass, and mixer, physically depicted in Figure 3.4 in plan view. Applying the conser-
vation of mass and energy, the humidifier system thermal dynamics are derivd. First, the general
modeling assumptions are stated and the nomenclature is detailed, then the models are pre ented for
the individual control volumes. Finally, a summary of the derivation results ispre ented in Section






Figure 3.4: Plan view of the external humidifier with the individual control volumes labeled.
3.2.1 Modeling Assumptions Employed
Several assumptions were made in developing the humidifier model presentedin S ction 3.2. As-
sumptions that apply to all of the control volumes considered will be stated andjustified here.
However, additional assumptions have been applied to conditions that are specific to a particular
control volume. In such a case, the assumption will be clearly stated within the applicable model
development section. Note, extensions of these models to higher temperatureor pressure operation
should be made with caution.
A1 There is no radiative heat loss from the control volumes. The heat transfe from the control
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volume surfaces to the surroundings occurs through free surface natural convection and radi-
ation. Due to the relatively small thermal gradients (0-40oC), the heat losses from the control
volume to the surroundings are assumed to be a linear function of their differenc in tem-
perature. This assumption is made for model simplicity, to reduce the number of unknown
parameters requiring experimental identification, and will result in an overestimation of the
convective heat losses by effectively lumping both convection and radiation effects.
A2 There is no change in mass stored within the control volumes. For the gases,the relatively
narrow range of operating temperatures (40-65oC) and pressures (near atm) indicate that the
change in the gas mass is negligible. Additionally, the physical gas restrictionsdue to the sys-
tem design, and the relatively fast response of the air mass flow controllers compared with the
thermal dynamics, also indicate that mass dynamics can be neglected. Finally, liquid water
can be treated as incompressible.
A3 All constituents have constant specific heat. The specific heat of a gas or liquid is a function
of temperature. However, the range of system operating temperatures (40-65oC) is relatively
narrow, indicating that the constituent specific heats can be treated as known constant param-
eters.
A4 The gases behave ideally. The range of operating temperatures and pressures of the system
permits the assumption of ideal gas behavior.
A5 Each control volume is homogenous and lumped parameter with no spatial distribut on. This
assumption is made for simplicity since the model is intended for controller design.Caution
should be used if extending this work to elucidate design implications.
3.2.2 Humidifier Nomenclature
The nomenclature used throughout this section aims to clearly describe the material constituent, the
control volume considered and the location within the control volume where thevariable is being
estimated or measured. This information is provided in the subscripts, separated by commas. The
English letterA in (m2) is used to denote surface area,C in (J/kg K) for constant volume specific
heat,Cp in (J/kg K) for constant pressure specific heat,h̄ in (W/m2 K) for heat transfer coefficients,
m in (kg) for mass,p in (Pa) for pressure,Q in (W) for heat added to a control volume,r for the
fraction of the total mass flow rate,T in (K) for temperature, andW in (kg/s) for mass flow rate.
Subscripts are used to indicate first the substance of interest, wherea is for air,b for bulk materials,
g for gas (often indicating a mixture such as air and water vapor),l for liquid water andv for water
vapor; secondly the control volume such asbp for bypass,ca for cathode,cv generically for control
volume,r for reservoir, f c for fuel cell, wh for water heater,hm for humidifier, andmx for mixer;
finally the location is specified by ani or o indicating the control volume inlet or outlet, oramb for
ambient. For a full list of the nomenclature used, refer to the Symbols section at the front of this
thesis.
3.2.3 Generic Two Volume Thermal Model
Each control volume is comprised of the material flowing through it, consisting of gases and/or
liquid water, and the bulk materials that contain it, such as stainless steel or acrylic. A general
description of the heat transfer mechanisms and constituent flows are shown in Figure 3.5. Note,
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this same schematic is used to represent the volumes containing liquid water by simpl changing
the subscript fromg to l. Following the presentation of the generic model, each control volume will







Figure 3.5: General description of the heat transfer mechanisms for control volumes containing bulk
and gas states.
The temperature state,Tb,cv, represents the lumped temperature of the bulk materials which
make up the control volume and the gas temperature state,Tg,cv, represents the temperature of the
gases inside the control volume (between the bulk materials). Gas is supplied tothe c ntrol vol-
ume at a specified mass flow rate,Wg,cv,i, and temperatureTg,cv,i. Gas leaves the control volume at
Wg,cv,o = Wg,cv,i, at the temperatureTg,cv,o. Heat is transferred to the bulk materials through a resis-
tive heater, denoted byQcv, which then transfers by forced convection from the bulk materials to
the gases byQb2g,cv = h̄b2g,cvAb2g,cv(Tb,cv−Tg,cv). Heat transfer from the bulk materials to the ambi-
ent occurs via natural convection and is represented byQb2amb,cv = h̄b2amb,cvAb2amb,cv(Tb,cv −Tamb).
The heat transfer coefficients associated with forced convection are afunction of mass flow rate,
h̄b2g,cv = βb2g,cv,1W
βb2g,cv,2
g,cv,i , where as the heat transfer coefficients associated with natural convecti
are constant,̄hb2amb,cv = βb2amb,cv.
Applying the conservation of energy separately to the gas and the bulk materials within the
control volume, the change in energy stored in these two volumes is described by
∆Ėg,cv =Wg,cv,ihg,cv,i −Wg,cv,ohg,cv,o +Qb2g,cv ,
∆Ėb,cv =Qcv −Qb2amb,cv −Qb2g,cv , (3.1)
where∆Ėg,cv and∆Ėb,cv are the rates of change in internal energy of the gas and the bulk materials
in the control volume, respectively (W),Wg,cv,i andWg,cv,o are the gas mass flow rates to and from
the control volume, respectively (kg/s),hg,cv,i andhg,cv,o are the specific enthalpies of the gas flows
supplied to and exiting from the control volume, respectively (J/kg),Qb2g,cv is the convective heat
transfer from the bulk to the gas materials (W),Qb2amb,cv is the heat transfer from the bulk materials
to the ambient (W), andQcv is the heat added to the control volume by the resistive heater (W).
As the gas travels through the control volume, its internal energy changesdue to heat exchange
with the bulk materials. For laminar pipe flow with a uniform pipe inner surface temperature, the
heat transfer between the surface and the gas at the pipe wall occurs via conduction since the ve-
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locity at the liquid solid interface is zero [29]. In thermal equilibrium, the conductive heat transfer
through the wall will be equal to the convective heat transfer from the wall to the gas. As a result,
the heat transfer from the bulk materials to the gas will be described by surface convection in the
form
Qx2y,cv = h̄x2y,cvAx2y,cv(Tx,cv −Ty,cv) , (3.2)
whereQx2y,cv is the convective heat transfer from materialx to materialy (W), Tx,cv andTy,cv are
the temperatures of materialsx andy, respectively (K),̄hx2y,cv is the convective heat transfer coeffi-
cient (W/m2K), andAx2y,cv is the surface area in contact with both materialsx andy (m2). For the
general two volume case presented in Equation 3.1, constituentx r presents the bulk materials and
constituenty represents the gas.
From Newton’s Law of Cooling, the free surface convective heat transfer from a control volume
is a function of the difference in temperature between the control volume andits surroundings. This
relationship can be expressed in the form:
Qb2amb,cv = h̄b2amb,cvAb2amb,cv(Tb,cv −Tamb) , (3.3)
whereQb2amb,cv is the convective heat transfer from the control volume to the ambient surround-
ings (W),h̄b2amb,cv is the convective heat transfer coefficient from the bulk to the ambient (W/m2K),
Ab2amb,cv is the heat transfer surface area between the bulk materials and the surroundings (m2), Tb,cv
is the lumped temperature of the bulk materials (K), andTamb is the temperature of the surroundings
(K).
Assuming no change in mass stored in the control volume, constant specific hat, and lumped
volumes (no spatial distribution), the change in internal energy stored in a co trol volume can be
expressed as a function of the time rate of change of temperature and the thermal capacitance of the





wheremx,cv is the mass of materialx within the control volume (kg), andCx,cv is the constant volume
specific heat of materialx in the control volume (J/kg K). Note, for control volumes which contain
multiple materials, the lumped constant volume specific heat is calculated as the massweighted sum
of the constant volume specific heats of each material in the control volume.
Applying the assumptions made in 3.2.1 and the conservation of mass, the mass flow rates of
gas through the control volume are constant, implyingWg,cv,i = Wg,cv,o. Equations 3.2-3.4, describ-
ing the heat transfer rates and the time rate of change of the internal energy, are substituted into the
conservation of energy equation (3.1). Thus, the temperature state equations for the bulk and gas
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whereCp is the constant pressure specific heat of the constituent (J/kg K).
Unfortunately, the internal gas temperature state can not be directly measured. As a result, some
approximation of the control volume temperature distribution must be made in order t compare
the model estimates to measured values, either for model calibration or for control. It is therefore
generally assumed that the gas temperature,Tg,cv, is a linear average between the inlet and outlet
temperatures, such that
Tg,cv,o = 2Tg,cv −Tg,cv,i . (3.6)
In detailing the model for each system control volume, this assumption will be applied and dis-
cussed. It is important to keep in mind that the subsystem outlet temperatures are r gulated, not the
internal states, and thus a good approximation of these outlet conditions is nece sary.
For the control volumes which contain bulk temperatures that can not be directly measured
(reservoir, water heater, and mixer), the states within these systems must reain coupled during
simulation. This coupling implies that the state estimations serve as inputs to each other. F r exam-
ple, the estimation of the gas temperature state,Tg,cv is an input to the model estimate of the bulk












Figure 3.6: Simulation schematic of the general two volume system.
3.2.4 Water Reservoir Model
The liquid water reservoir materials are comprised of phenolic endplates andacrylic walls, along
with stainless steel tubing. Although there are cartridge heaters placed withinthe reservoir, which
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are utilized to increase the warm-up time of the PEMFC water circulation system, these cartridge
heaters were turned off and thus will not be considered as an additionalheat source to the reservoir
system. The outside walls of the reservoir are not insulated. Water is supplied to and from the
reservoir from both the humidifier and the PEMFC stack. The inputs and outputs to the reservoir
are shown in Figure 3.7. Note, no heat is added to the reservoir; consequently, the heat transfer










Figure 3.7: Inputs and outputs of the water reservoir.
Applying the assumptions made in 3.2.1, the mass flow rates of liquid water throughthe reser-
voir are constant (Wl, f c,o = Wl, f c,i andWl,hm,o = Wl,wh,i). Further, the water leaving the reservoir is
assumed to be fully mixed and at a uniform temperature,Tl,r,o. Applying the conservation of energy
separately to the liquid water and the bulk materials within the reservoir control volume, following















[h̄l2b,rAl2b,r(Tl,r −Tb,r)− h̄b2amb,rAr(Tb,r −Tamb)] . (3.7)
The reservoir combines two supplied liquid water streams and therefore the assumption of a
linear temperature distribution from the inlet to the outlet does not apply. Due tothe relatively
large mass of liquid water in the reservoir, it is therefore assumed that the reservoir is thermally
well mixed. This assumption also implies that the temperature of the water leaving thereservoir
(supplied to either the fuel cell or the humidification systems) is equal to that in the reservoir, such
that
Tl,r,o =Tl,r . (3.8)
3.2.5 Water Heater Model
The inline water heater consists of a stainless steel heater element along with stainles steel tubing.
Unlike the air bypass, the outside walls of the pipe are not insulated. Water is supplied to the water
heater by a pump which pumps water from a reservoir to the humidifier. The inputs and outputs to
the water heater are shown in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Inputs and outputs of the water heater.
heater is constant (Wl,wh,i = Wl,wh,o = Wl,hm,i). Applying the conservation of energy separately to
the liquid water and the bulk materials within the water heater, following the analysisprovided in















[Qwh − h̄b2l,whAb2l,wh(Tb,wh −Tl,wh)− h̄b2amb,whAb2amb,wh(Tb,wh −Tamb)] .
(3.9)
As with the general two volume model presented, it is assumed that the temperature of the liquid
water in the water heater is a linear average between the inlet and outlet temperatures, such that
Tl,wh,o =2Tl,wh −Tl,r,o . (3.10)
3.2.6 Membrane Based Humidifier Model
The conservation of energy can be applied to a combination of the humidifier control volumes de-
fined by the water, air/vapor mixture, and the bulk materials. The thin polymeric membrane, of
similar composition as the membranes employed in the fuel cell stack, are assumedto have no
appreciable mass compared to the other control volumes, implying they do not store a significant
amount of thermal energy. As a result, the membrane thermal dynamics are neglected in this work.
The humidifier can be considered as a three volume system comprised of the liquid, air and
bulk materials. Analysis on this three volume system has indicated that there is little hea transfer
between the bulk materials and the air, and a relatively large heat transfer between the liquid and
the bulk materials, indicating that the liquid and bulk are in thermal equilibrium. Thus, t e system
can be adequately characterized by a two volume system. The inputs and outputs to the humidifier
volumes are physically depicted in Figure 3.9.
Employing the assumption of liquid and bulk thermal equilibrium, which will be referd to as














Figure 3.9: Two volume humidifier system.
modeled by applying the conservation of energy, such that
∆Ėl,hm =Wl,hm,ihl,hm,i −Wl,hm,ohl,hm,o −Wv,hm,ohv,hm,o −Ql2g,hm −Ql2amb,hm ,
∆Ėg,hm =Ql2g,hm +Wa,hm,iha,hm,i −Wg,hm,ohg,hm,o , (3.11)
where∆Ėl,hm and∆Ėg,hm are the rates of change of energy stored in the liquid water and gas within
the humidifier (W);Q̇l2g,hm is the heat transfer from the liquid water to the air through the membrane
(W); Q̇l2amb,hm is the heat transfer from the liquid water to the ambient (W);l,hm,i andWl,hm,o are
the liquid water mass flow rates into and out of of the humidifier (kg/s);Wa,hm,i andWa,hm,o are the
humidifier air inlet and outlet air mass flow rates, respectively (kg/s);Wv,hm,o is the water vapor mass
flow leaving the humidifier entrained in the air exhaust stream (kg/s); andhl,hm,i andhl,hm,o are the
liquid water specific enthalpies at the humidifier inlet and outlet (J/kg). Note, ithas been assumed
that the water vapor is transported to the air from the liquid water at the humidifier air outlet tem-
perature and that the mass flow rate of water vapor entering and exiting the humidifier air volume
are equal, implying that the water vapor does not appear in the conservation of energy equation for
the air volume.
The mass flow rate of vapor lost to the air is negligible compared to the mass flow rate of liquid
water through the humidifier. Additionally, the liquid water is treated as incompressibl with con-
stant specific heat. As a result, the mass flow rate of liquid water entering the humidifier is assumed
to be equal to the mass flow rate of liquid water leaving the humidifier (Wl,hm,i = Wl,hm,o).
Applying the assumptions made in 3.2.1, along with Equations 3.2-3.4 to describe the convec-



















Wa,hm,iCp,a(Ta,hm,i −Tg,hm,o)+ h̄l2g,hmAl2g,hm(Tl,hm −Tg,hm)
]
, (3.12)
whereTl,hm andTg,hm are the humidifier liquid water and air-vapor mixture temperatures, respec-
tively (K); ml,hm andmg,hm are the humidifier liquid water and air-vapor mixtures masses, respec-
tively (kg); Cl,hm andCg,hm are the constant volume specific heats of the liquid water and air-vapor
mixtures, respectively (J/kg K);Tl,hm,i and Tl,hm,o are the liquid water temperatures entering and
leaving the humidifier, respectively (K);Ta,hm,i and Tg,hm,o are the air temperatures entering and
leaving the humidifier, respectively (K);Wl,hm,i andWa,hm,i are the liquid water and air mass flow
rates entering the humidifier, respectively (kg/s);Wv,hm,o is the water vapor mass flow rate leaving
the humidifier (kg/s);̄hl2g,hm and h̄l2amb are the convective heat transfer coefficients between the
liquid water and gas and between the liquid water and the ambient, respectively(W/m2K); Al2g,hm
andAl2amb,hm are the surface areas between the liquid water and gas and between the liquid water
and the ambient, respectively (m2); and, finally,Al2g,hm andAl2amb are the surface areas between the
liquid water and gas and between the liquid water and the ambient, respectively(m2).
As with the general two volume model presented, it is assumed that the temperature of the
liquid water and air in the humidifier are linear averages between their respective inlet and outlet
temperatures, such that,
Tl,hm,o =2Tl,hm −Tl,hm,i,
Ta,hm,o =2Ta,hm −Ta,hm,i . (3.13)
Because the water vapor mass flow leaving the humidifier,Wv,hm,o, can not be directly measured,
an estimation must be made. For experimental implementation, the equation quantifying this water
vapor mass flow was developed as a function of variables that can be measured, namely tempera-
ture, total pressure, relative humidity and dry air mass flow rate. Neglectinghumidity dynamics and
applying the definition for the humidity ratio,ω = Mvφ p
sat






whereMa andMv are the molar masses of air and water vapor, respectively (kg/mol);e molar mass
of vapor (kg/mol),psatg,hm,o is the saturation pressure at the humidifier air outlet temperature (Pa),
φg,hm,o is the relative humidity of the air-vapor mixture leaving the humidifier, andpg,hm,o is the
total pressure of the air-vapor mixture leaving the humidifier. A fourth order approximation for the
water vapor saturation pressure as a function of temperature (psat = f (T )), is shown in Equation 2.6.
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3.2.7 Air Bypass Model
The air bypass consists of a stainless steel inline resistive heater element connected to stainless steel
tubing. The outside walls of the pipe are insulated with fiberglass cloth. Air is supplied to the bypass
by a mass flow controller. The inputs and outputs to the air bypass are shownin Figure 3.10. Dry








Figure 3.10: Inputs and outputs of the air bypass.
Rather than the generic two volume model presented, the bypass can be simplified as a single
volume system. The bypass inline resistive heater is in intimate contact with the air mass, i plying
heat does not transfer through all of the intermediate bulk materials beforereaching the air, as is
the case for the mixer heat tape. As compared with the liquid water in the inline water heater, the
mass of air inside the bypass is relatively small. As a result, the bypass air andbulk materials are
assumed to be in thermal equilibrium.
Similar to the analysis provided in section 3.2.3 for describing the heat transfecoefficients and







Qbp +Wa,bp,iCp,a(Ta,bp,i −Ta,bp,o)− h̄b2amb,bpAb2amb,bp(Ta,bp −Tamb)
]
. (3.15)
As with the general two volume model presented, it is assumed that the temperature of he air
in the bypass is the linear average between the inlet and outlet temperatures,such that
Ta,bp,o =2Tbp −Ta,bp,i . (3.16)
3.2.8 Mixer Model
The mixer consists of resistive heat tape wrapped on the outside surfaceof stainless steel tubing.
Similar to the air bypass, the outside walls of the pipe are insulated with fiberglasscloth. An air-
vapor mixture is supplied to the mixer from the humidifier and dry air is supplied from the bypass.
The inputs and outputs to the mixer are shown in Figure 3.11. Unlike the bypass, the heat added
to the mixer must first transfer through the stainless steel tubing before reaching the air-vapor gas
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Figure 3.11: Inputs and outputs of the gas mixer.
Applying the assumptions made in 3.2.1, the mass flow rate of water vapor entering the mixer
is equal to that exiting the mixer (Wv,hm,o = Wv,mx,o). Additionally, the dry air mass flow rate leav-
ing the mixer is assumed to be equal to that entering the mixer from the humidifier and bypass,
such thatWa,mx,o = Wa,hm,i +Wa,bm,i, where in the humidifierWa,hm,i = Wa,hm,o and in the bypass
Wa,bp,i = Wa,bp,o.
Applying the general two volume model from Equation 3.1 to the mixer, accounting for three
supplied gas streams and two exhaust gas streams, along with Equations 3.2-3.4 to describe the con-






















whereTg,mx andTb,mx are the mixer gas and bulk material temperatures (K),Tg,mx,o is the mixer outlet
gas temperature (K),mg,mx andmb,mx are the gas (air and water vapor) and humidifier bulk masses
within the mixer (kg),Cg,mx andCb,mx are the constant volume specific heat of the mixer gases and
the bulk materials (J/kg K),̄hb2g,mx is the convective heat transfer coefficient from the bulk materials
to the gases (J/kgK),̄hb2amb,mx is the convective heat transfer coefficient from the bulk materials to
the ambient (J/kgK),Ab2amb,mx is the outside surface area of the mixer bulk (m2), andAb2g,mx is the
surface area between the mixer bulk and gases (m2).
As with the reservoir, the mixer combines two supplied streams and therefore the assumption of
a linear temperature distribution from the inlet to the outlet does not apply. Themixer was designed
such that the two gas streams, from the bypass and humidifier, are well mixedbefore leaving the
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mixer. It is therefore assumed that the mixer gas temperature is equal to the outlet temperature, such
that
Tg,mx =Tg,mx,o . (3.18)
3.2.9 Relative Humidity Estimation
The relative humidity of the air supplied to the PEMFC from the mixer must be known t en-
sure adequate controller performance. As a result, an accurate methodology for estimating relative
humidity is desired. This estimation will be compared to a relative humidity measurement that
has an accuracy of 1.5%. Although the humidity sensor is responsive and accurate for laboratory
measurements, it is too expensive and bulky for commercial applications.
To estimate the relative humidity in the mixer outlet, mass conservation is applied to the mixer
water vapor. First, it is assumed that the mass flow of water vapor leaving thehumidifier,Wv,hm,o
from Equation 3.14, is equal to the mass flow of water vapor leaving the mixer,Wv,mx,o. Applying
the definition for the humidity ratio,ω = Mvφ p
sat









whereφg,hm,o andφg,mx,o are the air-vapor mixture relative humidities at the humidifier and mixer
outlets, respectively,pg,hm,o andpg,mx,o are the humidifier and mixer outlet total pressures (Pa), and
psatg,hm,o and p
sat
g,mx,o are the water vapor saturation pressures evaluated at the temperature ofthe air-
vapor mixture leaving the humidifier and mixer (Pa). Note, the water vapor satuation pressure is
a function of temperature, as shown in Equation 2.6. The humidifier and mixer gas outlet temper-
atures,Tg,hm,o andTg,mx,o enter the equation through this functional relationship of the saturation
pressure on temperature.
Applying the conservation of air mass to the mixer, assuming the air mass flow rateentering the
mixer from the humidifier,Wa,hm,i, and the bypass,Wa,bp,i, is equal to that leaving the mixer, results
in Wa=Wa,hm,i+Wa,bp,i, whereWa=Wa,mx,o. By substituting this expression for the total air mass flow








as the fraction of the total air mass flow through the bypass and humidifier respectively, Equation






pg,hm,o − rbp φg,hm,o psatg,hm,o
)
. (3.21)
Note, the membrane gas humidifier was designed specifically to ensure that theair-vapor mixture
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leaving the humidifier is saturated, further motivating the assumption thatφg,hm,o=1.
This model of the mixer outlet relative humidity, in Equation 3.21, is physics based, depends
only on measured variables, and does not contain parameters requiring identification. The mea-
surement inputs to the model are the dry air mass flow rates supplied to the humidifier and bypass
and the gas temperatures and total pressures at the humidifier and mixer outlets. The estimated and
measured mixer outlet relative humidities were compared under a range of operating conditions,
shown in Figure 3.12.




















































Figure 3.12: Experimental inputs to the mixer outlet relative humidity estimator. Thefirst subplot
shows the air mass flow rates supplied to the bypass and humidifier. The second subplot shows the
humidifier and mixer gas outlet temperatures. Finally, the third subplot shows the humidifier and
mixer gas outlet total pressures.
To examine the estimation error, the measured and estimated mixer outlet relative humidities
are compared, as shown in Figure 3.13. The average estimation error wasfound to be 3.8% relative
humidity with a standard deviation of 1.6% relative humidity, approximately two times grate than
the accuracy of the relative humidity sensor. This estimation error is not symmetric about the mea-
sured value. Instead, the estimation is, on average, consistently 3.8% relative humidity less than the
measurement. Although not significant, this error is predominantly due to the nearly constant bias
in the measurement. This bias could result from the inaccessible temperature probe embedded in
the relative humidity transducer being calibrated against a different temperatur reference than that
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used to calibrate the mixer and humidifier outlet temperatures. Of critical importance regardless of
the bias, the relative estimator accurately captures the dynamic response throughout the experiment.






















Figure 3.13: Experimental validation of the mixer outlet relative humidity estimation by comparing
the measured to estimated relative humidity under the range of operating conditions sh wn in Figure
3.12.
Removing this bias in the measurement, by adding the 3.8% relative humidity bias to theestima-
tion over the range of testing conditions, results in an improved estimation, as shown in Figure 3.14
for the same experiment. The average estimation error for the bias corrected lative humidity es-
timation was then found to be 1.2% relative humidity with a standard deviation of 1.6%, which is
less than sensor accuracy.






















Figure 3.14: Temporal variation in the mixer outlet relative humidity estimation compared to the
measurement. The solid black line indicates the measurement, the solid grey line indicates the
original estimation, and the dotted blue line indicates the estimation after correctingfor sensor bias.
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3.3 Modeling Summary
Nine ordinary differential equations, describing the thermal dynamics of the humidifier system, have



















































































Again, due to the inability to measure the internal temperature states, approximations are used to re-
late the internal states to the measurable outlet temperatures. After applying these approximations,
the measured control volume outlet conditions can be compared to the modeled estimat s. These














pg,hm,o − rbp φg,hm,o psatg,hm,o
)
. (3.24)
The locations of the measurements and disturbances are shown in Figure 3.15. The inputs to
the system are heater power (Q) and the mass fraction of air diverted through the bypass (rbp); the
states are the respective temperatures (T ); the disturbances are the total dry air mass flow rate (Wa),
the air temperature supplied to the system (Ta,hm,i andTa,bp,i), and the ambient temperature (Tamb);



































Figure 3.15: Humidifier system indicating states, disturbances and measurements
A list of the known physical model parameter values is shown in Table 3.2. These parame-
ters were determined either from established published literature [64] or from measurements taken
on the physical hardware. The constant volume specific heats were calculated as mass weighted
sums of the material components within the respective control volumes. All of the parameters
in the system of equations found in (3.22) are known except the heat transfe coefficients, which
must be identified experimentally. Section 3.4 will present the methodology usedto experimentally
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determine these unknown parameter values.
Table 3.2: Calibrated model parameters based on material properties.














Prior to analyzing the system dynamics and designing controllers, the unknow heat transfer coeffi-
cients must be experimentally determined. This section details the parameter identification process
and results.
3.4.1 Identification Methodology
There are two distinct methodologies which can be employed to identify the unknow heat trans-
fer coefficients. First, the system could be held at steady-state (no temporal derivatives) and the
heat transfer coefficients could be solved directly. However, the heattransfer coefficients, in some
cases, are functions of mass flow rates. As a result, numerous steady-sate data would be required
to identify the coefficients under a wide range of operating conditions. Alterna ively, a single dy-
namic experiment could be completed to provide a rich data set for identification, requiring model
simulation.
Because the control volumes are cascaded, the control volume outlet temperature measurement
is used for parameter identification of that control volume, and then can be used as a measured input
for the subsequent control volume. To illustrate this more clearly, the mixer and bypass thermal
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(W a,hm,iCp,a +W v,hm,oCp,v)(T g,hm,o − T̂g,mx,o)













where an overbar (x) is used to denote measured values, and a hat ( ˆx) is used for estimated quan-
tities. For example, the mixer utilizes measured temperatures of the air supplied from the bypass,
rather than model estimates. However, in tuning the bypass model, the bypassair outlet temperature
is an estimate that can be compared to the measured value for parameter tuning.
The reservoir, water heater, and humidifier, make up a closed water circulation system. As a
result, if the estimation of temperature anywhere in this loop is inaccurate, the error will propagate
through the subsequent control volumes. For control purposes, a measurement of the water temper-
ature in this circulation system is not necessary. As a result, it is imperative that the models of these
three control volumes approximate the response to inputs and disturbancesvery well, otherwise a
measurement of temperature somewhere in this loop would be required for compensation. To ensure
that estimation errors do not propagate, first, the water circulation system was tuned by identifying
the parameters associated with the humidifier and water heater independent of the other control
volumes. Then, the parameters associated with the reservoir control volumewere determined by
including the identified humidifier and water heater model estimates. This process is detailed by

























W l,hm,iCp,l(T l,hm,i − T̂l,hm,o)−Ŵv,hm,oCp,vT̂g,hm,o











T a,hm,i − T̂g,hm,o
)






















The unknown parameters are tuned by comparing the measured and estimatedoutlet temper-
atures. For the bypass, mixer, water heater, and reservoir, the cost function,J = 1n ∑
n
i=1 |T − T̂ |
2,
wheren is the number of data points in the experiment, is minimized by adjusting the unknown
parameter values using unconstrained nonlinear minimization. Note, the unknow heat transfer co-
efficients are either constant or a function of the gas or liquid mass flow rates. If all parameters were
constant, linear minimization could be employed.







|T g,hm,o − T̂g,hm,o|
2 + |T l,hm,o − T̂l,hm,o|
2 ,
was employed, modified from the single volume cost functions described above, to simultaneously
penalize the error of both the air and the water temperature estimations. Weightscould be used to
place more importance on the air or water temperature estimations if desired. Note, although the
mixer, water heater and reservoir control volumes are also two volume systems, measurements of
the bulk stainless steel temperatures are not available. As a result, these volumes are tuned using
only the air/liquid water temperature estimation errors.
3.4.2 Experimental Identification Results
Two sets of experiments were conducted to identify the unknown heat transfe coefficients in the
humidification system model. All experiments include multiple steps in the resistive heat r power,
along with steps in the total dry air mass flow supplied to the humidification system to mimicthe
air mass flow demand due to changes in the PEMFC electrical load. Throughout these experiments,
the fuel cell system is not connected to the humidification system. Instead, a manual valve was
placed downstream of the mixer to simulate the effect of the fuel cell back pressu e. A summary of
the identified heat transfer coefficients is presented in Table 3.3 along with the expected parameter
ranges. All of the identified parameters fall within these expected ranges.
Table 3.3: Tuned humidification system model parameters based on experimental id tification.








*Expected ranges taken from [64] for natural and forced convection of liquids and gases.
The linear model for the bypass heat transfer coefficient was identifiedand found to bēhbp=10.8-
21822W a,bp,i W/m2K. The experimental inputs to the bypass, along with the comparison of the
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modeled and measured bypass air outlet temperatures, are shown in Figure3.16. Over this ex-
periment, the maximum and average estimation errors were 1.2oC and 0.5oC, respectively, with
a standard deviation of 0.3oC. Throughout the experiment, both the dynamic and steady-state re-
sponses are well captured. Interestingly, the dynamic response time to changes in the air mass
flow rate or the bypass heater exhibit similar time constants. These time constantswill be further
examined in Chapter 4.


















































Figure 3.16: Bypass experimental parameter identification results. The subplots detail the air mass
flow rate through the bypass, the bypass resistive heater power, and compare the modeled and mea-
sured air outlet temperatures.
The identified natural convection heat transfer coefficient from the mixer bulk to the ambient
wash̄b2amb,mx=25.8 W/m2K and the forced convection heat transfer coefficient from the mixer bulk
to the air-vapor mixture was̄hb2g,mx=2819ṁ
0.54
a W/m
2K. The experimental inputs to the mixer are
shown, along with the modeled and measured mixer air outlet temperatures, in Figure 3.17. Over
this experiment, the maximum and average estimation errors were found to be 3.5oC and 0.5oC with
a standard deviation of 0.6oC. It is important to note that the dynamics that occur between 3000 to
4000 seconds are not due to changes in the inputs or disturbances to the mixer and are not repro-
ducible. These dynamics are thought to be due to localized condensation/evaporation dynamics.
However, the model provides an accurate average estimation during this period.
For the reservoir, water heater and humidifier control volumes, a separat experiment was con-
ducted without operating the mixer or the bypass. Upon identifying the heat transfer coefficients for
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Figure 3.17: Mixer experimental parameter identification results. The subplots detail the total air
mass flow rate through the mixer, the mixer resistive heater power, and compare the measured and
estimated gas outlet temperatures.
the individual water heater and the humidifier control volumes using measured temperature inputs,
the entire closed water circulation system model was simulated to tune the reservoir pa ameters, as
described in Section 3.4.1. As expected, the estimations for each control volume degrade when the
estimation errors are allowed to propagate through the closed water circulation system. As a result,
these closed circulation system estimations will be presented here, rather than the better estimations
found for the individual control volumes.
The identified natural convection heat transfer coefficient from the res rvoir bulk to the ambient
wash̄b2amb,r=80 W/m2K and the forced convection heat transfer coefficient from the reservoir bulk
to the liquid water was̄hb2l,r=167 W/m2K. The maximum and average estimation errors were found
to be 1.7oC and 0.6oC, with a standard deviation of 0.4oC. Throughout the experiment, the dynamic
response of the liquid water temperature leaving the reservoir is well captured as shown in Fig-
ure 3.18. Although the steady-state temperature is reasonably predicted, typically the temperature
estimate is too high when the system is warming up and too low when the system is cooling down.
For the water heater, the identified heat transfer coefficients for natural convection between the
control volume bulk and the ambient was found to beh̄b2amb,wh=0 W/m2K and for forced convection
between the bulk and the liquid water was found to beh̄b2l,wh=139.8 W/m2K. It is important to note
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Figure 3.18: Reservoir experimental parameter identification results comparing the measured and
estimated liquid water outlet temperatures.
that the identified heat transfer to the ambient indicates that the water heater system could be treated
as adiabatic. Figure 3.19 compares the estimated and measured liquid water tempera ures leaving
the water heater for the closed water circulation system model, implying estimates of the reservoir
influence the water heater estimations and then subsequently the humidifier estimation. The maxi-
mum and average estimation errors were 2.0oC and 0.6oC, with a standard deviation of 0.4oC. Both
steady-state and dynamic response of the liquid water in the water heater arewell approximated
throughout the experiment.


































Figure 3.19: Experimental parameter identification results for the water heater control volume.
The first subplot shows the amount of heat supplied by the water heat. The second subplot com-
pares the modeled and measured liquid water temperature leaving the water heater and entering the
humidifier.
The identified constant heat transfer coefficient from the humidifier liquidwater to the ambient
was found to bēhl2amb,hm=22.5 W/m2K. The variable convective heat transfer coefficient from the
liquid water to the air through the membrane was found to beh̄l2a,hm=41029W 0.95a,hm,i W/m
2K. Fig-
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ure 3.20 compares the estimated and actual air and liquid water outlet temperatures for this closed
water circulation system model. The maximum and average humidifier estimation errors fo this
experiment were 2.1oC and 0.6oC for the liquid water and 2.6oC and 1.1oC for the air. The standard
deviation in the estimation error for the liquid and air were both 0.5oC












































































Figure 3.20: Experimental parameter identification results for the humidifier cont ol volume includ-
ing both the air and liquid water states. The first subplot indicates the air mass flow rate through
the humidifier. The second and third subplots compare the modeled and measured humidifier liquid
water and air outlet temperatures, respectively.
Of greatest concern for controller development, the dynamic responsesf both the humidifier
air and liquid water are well captured throughout the experiment. However, there is an increased
offset in the humidifier air outlet temperature estimation when the system is coolingas compared
to when the system is warming up. What is interesting to note, an increase in the air mass flow rate
typically causes a decrease in the air outlet temperature, requiring more energy to heat the added air
demand, in turn lowering the liquid water temperature. These relationships areseen in the model
and confirmed by the experiment.
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3.5 Model Validation Results
For validating the model, all of the control volumes were combined such that thees imation of the
temperature leaving one control volume is treated as an input to subsequentcontrol volumes, as
shown in Figure 3.21. An experiment, different than that used for parameter identification, was





























Figure 3.21: Model structure for open loop simulation of the gas humidificationsystem.
The estimated bypass air outlet temperature is compared with the measurement in Figure 3.22.
For changes in the air mass flow rate and the bypass heater, the model captures the response time.
However, there is an offset in the steady-state temperature estimation throughout most of the exper-
iment, due to an overestimation of the heat loss from the control volume to the ambient. Although
the estimation error appears to be increasing throughout the experiment, it isvery ensitive to the
selection of heat transfer coefficients. Linearization of the bypass stateequation, which will be dis-
cussed in more detailed in Chapter 4, has shown that the bypass pole locationis m st sensitive to air
flow, and not the heat transfer coefficient. As a result, this steady-stateerror will have little impact
on the resulting controller design. Additionally, this estimation offset has little impact on the gas
mixer temperature estimation due to the relatively small fraction of air flowing through the bypass
as compared to the humidifier. The average estimation error was 2.8oC with a standard deviation of
1.4oC.
The estimated water reservoir outlet temperature is compared with the measurement in Figure
3.23. The reservoir system is driven by the estimate of the liquid water temperature leaving the hu-
midifier and represents a significant thermal lag in the water circulation systemdu to the relatively
large stored water mass. The reservoir model captures both the slow respons following the humid-
ifier dynamics as well as the steady-state temperature. The average estimationerror was 0.3oC with
a standard deviation of 0.3oC.
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Figure 3.22: Bypass experimental validation results. Given the measured air mass flow rate and
temperature of the air supplied to the bypass, the air outlet temperature is estimated and compared
with measurements.
















Figure 3.23: Reservoir experimental validation results. Given the measured liquid water mass flow
rate and the estimated liquid water temperature supplied to the reservoir, the liquidwater outlet
temperature is estimated.
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The estimated water heater outlet temperature is compared with the measurement inFigure
3.24. The water heater model captures the slow response due to changesin th heater as well as
the steady-state temperature. The average estimation error was 0.5oC with a standard deviation of
0.4oC.































Figure 3.24: Water heater experimental validation results. Given the measured liquid water mass
flow rate supplied and the estimated inlet temperature, the liquid water outlet temperature is esti-
mated.
The estimated air and liquid water temperatures leaving the humidifier are compared with the
measurements in Figure 3.25. The humidifier air outlet temperature estimation has asteady-state
offset when the system is cooling down (from approximately 1000-1500 seconds and 2300-3000
seconds). This offset is thought to be the result of neglecting the condensation or evaporation of
water on the air side of the humidifier. A more complex model of the humidifier may corre t this.
However, the steady-state air temperature is well approximated during warm-up and captures the
correct dynamics response through the experiment. Both the steady-stateand dynamic response
of the liquid water is well approximated. Considering the complexity of the physical humidifier
system, and the modeling assumptions made, this model adequately captures the humidifier thermal
response. The average estimation errors were 1.3oC and 0.7oC with standard deviations of 1.1oC
and 0.5oC, for the air and liquid water respectively.
The estimated mixer air outlet temperature is compared with the measurement in Figure 3.26.
Although the model does not predict the exact steady-state temperature, the sponse to changes in
air mass flow rate or mixer heat are well captured. An improvement on the humidifier estimation
during the cool down portion of the experiment may improve these results. Noe, at approximately
1000 seconds, the measured mixer outlet temperature momentarily decreasesdramatically. The
cause of this rapid decrease and then increase in temperature is unknown, but is thought to be re-
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Figure 3.25: Humidifier experimental validation results. Given the measured air and liquid water
mass flow rates supplied, the estimated liquid water inlet temperature and the measured ir inlet
temperature, the air and liquid water outlet temperatures are estimated.
lated to unmodeled condensation and evaporation dynamics on the walls of the stainl s steel tubing.
The average estimation error was 0.8oC with a standard deviation of 0.5oC.
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Figure 3.26: Mixer experimental validation results. Given the measured air mass flow rate and





With the model of the external humidifier system thermal dynamics, summarized in Equation 3.22
and experimentally validated in Section 3.5, controllers were designed and tune to coordinate the
three resistive heaters as well as the mass fractional split of air flow between th humidifier and the
air bypass. These controllers must regulate the temperature of the dry air leaving the bypass and
joining the saturated air leaving the humidifier. Should the temperatures of thesetwo gas streams
not be well regulated, condensation or dehydration will occur. As a result, the three heaters must be
well coordinated to regulate the system temperatures and mitigate the effect ofdisturbances.
Figure 4.1 provides an overview of the control architecture employed. Anerror signal is calcu-
lated (difference between the reference and actual temperatures) as an input to the heater controllers.
The heaters are then controlled by determining a desired heater power forthe respective control vol-
umes given the error signal. The fractional split of dry air mass flow between the humidifier and the
bypass is commanded using a static nonlinear feedforward map given a desired r lative humidity
and temperature at the cathode inlet (mixer outlet).
This chapter introduces the feedforward mapping for controlling air flow;the reference tempera-
tures used to regulate the system; the system linearization in preparation for ctroller development;
the controller selection and tuning; the hardware implementation of the closed loop humidifica-
tion system; and finally, the closed loop performance of the humidifier system under a variety of
operating conditions.
4.1 Nonlinear Feedforward for Air Mass Flow Control
A nonlinear, physics based, feedforward mapping is used to control theamount of air supplied to
the bypass and the humidifier to achieve the desired relatively humidity of the gases leaving the
mixer and supplied to the cathode inlet of the PEMFC stack. Direct feedbackcontrol of the mixer
outlet relative humidity would require either a water vapor mass flow rate or relativ humidity mea-
surement at the mixer outlet. In practice, both such measurements are prohibitively expensive,
motivating the rationale for selecting only feedforward and neglecting feedback for relative humid-








































Figure 4.1: Schematic of the humidification system control architecture indicating the locations of
the temperature references with respect to the states. The dashed lines indcate the reference and
feedback temperatures that are treated as controller inputs. The controllers are denoted here with a
C and a subscript indicating the applicable control volume.
both the measured and desired temperature states, relative humidity estimations,as well as total gas
pressure measurements.
To calculate the desired split of dry air mass flow between the humidifier and thebypass, mass
conservation is applied. Assuming that in steady-state the mass flow rate of water vapor leaving the
humidifier,Wv,hm,o, is equal to the mass flow rate of vapor leaving the mixer,Wv,mx,o, and applying
the definition for the humidity ratio,ω = Mvφ p
sat
Ma(p−φ psat) , the required mass flow fraction of air through
the humidifier,rh = Wa,hm,i/Wa, can be rewritten as
rhm =
φ ∗g,mx,o psat∗g,mx,o(pg,hm,o −φg,hm,o psatg,hm,o)
φg,hm,o psatg,hm,o(pg,mx,o −φ ∗g,mx,o psat∗g,mx,o)
, (4.1)
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where a superscript∗ has been used to denote desired reference values. Note, this analysis employs
the same assumptions and a similar methodology as that used to estimate the mixer outletrelativ
humidity in Section 3.2.8.
As stated previously, it is assumed that there is no change in air mass stored inth control vol-
umes and that the air mass flow rate is controlled instantaneously. Therefore, the commanded air
mass flow rates through the humidifier and the bypass are:
Wa,hm,i =rhmWa,
Wa,bp,i =Wa −Wa,hm,i. (4.2)
4.2 Reference Temperatures
To properly coordinate the heaters using feedback control, referenc(desired) temperatures must
be established for the mixer, bypass and humidifier air outlets. The error, odifference between the
reference and actual temperatures,
δe = δT ∗−δT , (4.3)
whereδ indicates a deviation from nominal conditions and the asterisk∗ i used to denote a refer-
ence value, can then be formulated into control objectives for each of theheat rs. It is important
to note that these actual temperatures must be measured, or accurately estimated using an observer
and other measurements, in order to implement feedback control.
A number of possible reference temperature choices exist for thermal regulation of the humid-
ification system, depending upon the response time of each closed loop system. Should the air
supplied to the mixer through the air bypass be colder than the air leaving the humidifier, conden-
sation will result. On the other hand, if the air leaving the bypass is hotter than the air leaving the
humidifier, the desired relative humidity can not be achieved. Additionally, if the desired cathode
inlet temperature can be achieved by the mixer relatively quickly compared to the water circu-
lation system, the feedforward control of air flow supplied to the humidifier willfurther impact
temperature regulation.
These reference temperature selections have drastically different implications with respect to
controller performance. For example, if the water circulation system, bypass and mixer had simi-
lar response times, they could be independently coordinated which would motivate the selection of
the desired cathode inlet temperature as the reference temperature for allthree. However, to regu-
late the humidifier air outlet temperature, the inline water heater supplies heat to the liquid water
prior to entering the humidifier. It will be shown later, in Section 4.3, that this intermediate step of
heating liquid water to raise the humidifier gas temperature results in the slowest thermal response
of the three closed loop control systems. If the mixer and bypass are capable of achieving this
reference temperature much sooner than the water circulation system, undesirable condensation or
evaporation dynamics will result depending upon whether temperature is stepped up or down.
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Based on this difference in closed loop time constants, different referenc t mperatures were se-
lected to control each heater based on an understanding of the system dyna ics (further motivating
the need for the accurate model presented in Chapter 3). Because both the mixer and bypass systems
are faster than the water circulation system, condensation or evaporation cn be avoided if both the
mixer and the bypass track the temperature dynamics of the water circulation system. Choosing the
reference values such that the water circulation system tracks the desired cathode inlet temperature
and the mixer and bypass track the water circulation system,




T ∗a,bp,o =Tg,hm,o , (4.4c)
results in a decreased system thermal time constant but will maintain the desiredr lative humid-
ity. Figure 4.1 shows the location of these reference temperatures with the measured states and
respective control volumes clearly indicated. An important distinction is made here, the reference
temperature for the water circulation system will be either constant or variable depending upon the
water management demands of the PEMFC stack. Both the mixer and bypass referenc tempera-
tures are also variable, but depend on the dynamics in the water circulation system.
If the desired cathode inlet temperature were deemed to be more critical to maintain than relative
humidity, the mixer reference temperature could be selected as the desired catho e inlet temperature,
implying that the mixer heater is controlled irrespective of the bypass and water circulation system
conditions. This control strategy relies on the significant bandwidth separation observed between
the slow closed loop water circulation system and the fast bypass and mixer syst m and should be
reconsidered if the volumes were designed to be significantly different thathose presented in this
work.
4.3 Plant Linearization
Due to the cascaded nature of the humidification system, the mixer and bypass control volumes
can be analyzed separately from the water circulation system, allowing for indepe dent controller
design. The system of ordinary differential equations, shown in Equations 3.22-3.23, was expressed
analytically in state space where the control volume outlet temperatures repreented the states, the
heater actuators represented the system inputs, the air mass flow rate represented the system distur-
bance, and the liquid water mass flow rate and ambient temperature were assumed to be constant.
Using this state space representation, the system was linearized about a set of nominal con-
ditions, listed in Table 4.1. It is important to note that for the mixer control volume,th bypass
and humidifier air outlet temperatures are assumed to be perfectly controlled (constant). For the
selection of the total air mass flow rate, the PEMFC stack operating conditions must be consid-
ered. As previously discussed, the humidification system was designed to rgulate the cathode gas
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stream supplied to an 8-cell PEMFC stack with an active area of 300cm2. Applying a 0.3A/cm2
electric load to this PEMFC stack, slightly more than half the expected maximum current density,
requires 0.6 g/s of air at an air stoichiometry of 250%. These nominal conditios were selected to
approximate the midpoint of the expected operation range.
Table 4.1: Nominal conditions used for system linearization.
Variable Nominal Value






W ol,hm,i 30 g/s
T oamb 27
oC





Transfer functions from the resistive heater inputs to the system outlet temperatures were then
derived and the sensitivity of the pole locations to disturbances in the total airmass flow rate was
examined. Table 4.2 provides a summary of the open loop time constants and DC-gains at different
total air mass flow rates for each of the three systems. The total air mass flow rate range considered,
Wa=0.3-0.9 g/s, represents the disturbance to the humidification system for PEMFC stack electrical
loads varying from 0.15-0.45A/cm2. The linear and nonlinear systems were then compared, both
to steps in heater inputs and air mass flow rates, indicating that the linear systemresponse well
approximates the nonlinear system for small deviations from these nominal conditions.
Table 4.2: Open loop response time and DC-gain for the bypass, mixer and water circulation systems
as total air mass flow rate is varied from 0.3-0.9 g/s.
System DC-gain (oC/W) Time Constant (sec)
δTg,cv,o
δQcv |s=0
Water Circulation 0.10-0.08 123-59
Bypass 6.93-3.32 1490-1195
Mixer 1.01-0.52 714-498
Transfer functions can also be expressed from the air flow disturbance to the outlet tempera-
tures. However, the DC gains of these transfer functions indicate that there is a very small change
in the steady-state heat required for a change in air mass flow rate. As a result, the use of static
feedforward to reject air flow disturbances does not significantly improve temperature regulation.




The first order analytical transfer function from the bypass heater input to the bypass air outlet


















Note, the experimentally identified bypass heat transfer coefficient,h̄ob2amb,bp from Table 3.3, is
evaluated at the nominal bypass air mass flow rate.
The bypass pole location (denoted bypbp) is a function of the air mass flow rate through the
bypass which will influence the system response time. For the nominal bypass air mass flow rate
of Wa,bp,i=0.18 g/s (equivalent to the conditions ofrhm=0.7 atWa=0.6 g/s), the bypass pole location
was found to bepbp ≈0.013, which results in an open loop time constant of approximately 80 sec-
onds. By varying the nominal air mass flow rate through the bypass fromWa,bp,i=0.09-0.27 g/s, the
bypass pole location varies frompbp ≈0.008-0.017 which corresponds to a range of open loop time
constants between 123-59 seconds, respectively. In summary, as the air mass flow rate increases,
the bypass system response time increases.
The DC-gain, found by evaluatingδTa,bp,oδQbp |s=0, is also influenced by the air mass flow rate through
the bypass. As air flow increases, the bypass pole location increases, cusing the DC gain to de-
crease. Qualitatively, a step in heat added to the bypass will increase the sys em temperature by a
smaller amount at high air flow as compared to low air flow; or alternatively, more energy is required
to maintain the system temperature as air flow increases.
4.3.2 Water Circulation System Linearization
With the state space representation of the humidifier water circulation system ther al dynamics, a
transfer function can be expressed from the water heater actuator input to the humidifier air outlet





(s+ pl,wh)(s+ pl,hm)(s+ pa,hm)(s+ pl,r)(s+ pb,r)(s+ pb,wh)
, (4.6)
where the coefficient in the numerator,bo, and the pole and zero locations can be analytically rep-
resented as functions of the heat transfer coefficients and the controlvolume masses and specific
heats. At the nominal conditions,bo=3.38x10−6 and the poles and zero are located atpa,hm=1.23,
pl,hm=0.292,pl,r=0.090,pb,r=8.2x10−4, pl,wh=0.014,pb,wh=0.016,z1=0.016, andz2=0.0094. With
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the assumption that the constituent temperature distribution from the inlet to the outlet is linear and
the inlet temperature is not constant (as is the case for the humidifier and water he r but not the
air bypass), a zero results that is associated with that control volume constitue t. For these nominal
conditions there is a pole-zero cancelation betweenz1=pb,wh=0.016, resulting in a fifth order closed
loop transfer function with a relative degree of four. The fastest control volume response time (pole
location furthest from the origin on the complex s-plane) is the humidifier air, followed by the liquid
water volumes, with the bulk volumes having the slowest response time.
By varying the nominal air mass flow rate through the humidifier fromWa,hm,i=0.21-0.63 g/s,
the open loop time constant decreases from 1490-1195 seconds, respectively. Thus, as with the
bypass, the water circulation system response time increases for increasg air mass flow rates. This
change in the time constants is most influenced by the slowest pole, which varies from a location
on the real axis of the complex s-plane at s=-0.0007 to s=-0.0009 acrossthis range of humidifier air
mass flow rates. Note, although the pole locations are significantly influencedby the liquid water
mass flow rate, this variable is not a disturbance to the system and can be regulated at a fixed value
throughout the experiments. As a result, the sensitivity of the pole locations toliquid water flow is
not considered here.
4.3.3 Mixer Linearization
The mixer thermal dynamics are described by a two state system including the air-vapor mixture
and the bulk materials. With the state space representation of the mixer thermal dynamics, the time
constants of these two states were compared. At the nominal conditions, the pole location associ-
ated with the gas state is located at s=-0.132 while the pole associated with the bulkmaterials is
located at s=-0.0017, indicating a significant bandwidth separation between th se two states. As a
result, assuming thatδTg,mx,odt =0, a first order analytical transfer function from the mixer heater input































Comparing the nonlinear full order model to this linear reduced order modelof the mixer ther-
mal dynamics during step changes in mixer heat shows an insignificant differenc between the two
dynamic models.
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Clearly, the mixer pole location is a function of the air mass flow rate, either directly, or indi-
rectly through the heat transfer coefficient (between the bulk materials and the gases) or the water
vapor mass flow rate. By varying the air mass flow rate fromWa=0.3-0.9 g/s, the pole location
moves from s=-0.0014 to s=-0.0020, the time constant to a step in heat decreas s from 714 to 498
seconds, and the DC gain decreases from 1.01 to 0.52oC/W. These results indicate that increasing
the air mass flow rate results in a faster response but smaller relative increase in temperature for a
given step in the mixer heater.
4.4 Thermostatic Control
A simple and cheap control strategy for temperature regulation of a thermal system involves cycling
a heater on or off at specified thresholds, as commonly implemented with thermostats. Thermostatic
(two position or on-off) control is widely used for industrial automatic feedback systems due to its
simplicity and cost effectiveness. A commonly recognized disadvantage to thrmostatic control is
the cycling of the actuator due to the repeated on-off action resulting from sensor noise. To reduce
this cycling, hysteresis is often incorporated to construct a region aboutthe desired value for which
no control action takes place. This region is known as the differential gap[47]. Figure 4.2 relates
the error signal,e, to the control input,Q, for this thermostatic controller with hysteresis. Refer
back to Figure 4.1 for an illustration of the signal paths detailing the controllersand plants for the








Figure 4.2: Thermostatic differential gap indicating the relationship between the temperature error
and the control signal.
Temperature error dead bands establish the boundaries of the different al gap. When the temper-
ature error,e = T ∗−T , is less than the lower error bound,e < es, the heater is on,Q = Qmax. When
the temperature error is greater than the higher error bounde > es, the heater is off (Q = 0). For
errors within the error bounds, there is hysteresis such that the heater iseither on or off depending
upon the previous state of the heater. In this application, the resistive heater as been modeled as
a non-ideal relay where the actuator ”off” position isQ = 0. For an ideal relay, the actuator ”off”
position would be−Qmax. This is an important distinction which will be discussed in more detail
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Qmax, for e(k) ≤−es
0, for es ≤ e(k)
u(k−1), for −es < e(k) < es
. (4.8)
The specific temperatures selected for the error bounds,es, will influence the amplitude of the
oscillations in the system thermal response. After the heater turns off,e > es, some degree of tem-
perature overshoot beyond the reference temperature,T ∗, is expected. Conversely, when the heater
turns on and the actual temperature has been decreasing,e <−es, the temperature will continue de-
creasing for some period of time before responding to the heater. Thus, the steady-state temperature
response is oscillatory. The frequency and magnitude of these induced limitcycle oscillations will
depend on the system thermal dynamics and the error bounds at which the heater is switched on or
off. The error bound,es, will be selected to keep the error,e within a specified limit cycle amplitude
(or output error range)a.
Selecting this error bound,es, is not trivial. Both a describing function methodology as well
as a simulation based strategy were employed to tune the thermostatic controllers for the resistive
heaters in the humidification system. Table 4.3 summarizes the calculated amplitude and, where
applicable, the temperature limit cycle period for each of the three regulated systems evaluated at
the nominal conditions. The specific methodologies employed for each thermostatic controller to
produce these results are detailed in the following subsections.
Table 4.3: Necessary error bounds to achieve desired amplitude for thermostatic regulation.
System Error Bound, es Amplitude, a∗ Period
Bypass 0.38oC 0.5oC 2 sec
Mixer 0.38oC 1.0oC n/a
Water Circulation 0.21oC 0.5oC 58 sec
4.4.1 Water Circulation System Tuning with Describing Function Method
The behavior of a system nonlinearity, such as a relay, can be analyticallyev uated by constructing
a describing function that approximates the nonlinear response of the relay. Describing functions
have been used to quantify the amplitude and frequency of limit cycles induced in r lay feedback
systems [30, 63], and subsequently used in the tuning of process controllers [21].
The describing function that approximates the behavior of a hysteretic relay nonlinearity was
derived for a relay which produces either a positive or negative output, such asu = ±Qmax, depend-
ing upon the state of the relay [69]. The on-off thermostatic control law specified in Equation 4.8,
however, does not allow negative heat to be added to the control volume.As a result, the describing
function in [69] was shifted and scaled (as shown in Figure 4.3) to derivethe describing function
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Figure 4.3: Schematic comparing an unshifted versus a shifted relay with hysteresi .
In a relay feedback system, the output temperature of the thermal process, δT ( ) = G(s)δQ(s)
whereG(s) denotes the plant transfer function (shown in Section 4.3), oscillates with a temperature
amplitude ofa and frequencyω . Assuming there is no change in the reference temperature and no
disturbances to the system, the error bound,es, and the resulting frequency of oscillation,ω can
be determined for a given desired amplitude,a∗, by satisfying both the real and imaginary parts of
G( jω)N(a∗,es) =−1+0 j. Alternatively, a range ofes values could be selected and the intersection
of G( jω)N(a∗,es) with the point -1+0j could be found graphically. In general, as the differential
gap expands, implyinges increases, the resulting limit cycle oscillation amplitude increases and the
frequency decreases. If it is desired to specify the limit cycle oscillation frequency and amplitude,
not just the amplitude, then an iterative process must be used since there is no guarantee that the
selected amplitude and frequency pair will result in a feasible error bound.
This methodology depends on the specification of the desired limit cycle oscillation. If this value
is not known, the desired amplitude can be calculated by a combination of the small st achievable
output amplitude,aideal, which occurs for an ideal relay with no hysteresis, and the standard devi-
ation in the temperature signal at steady-state (temperature measurement nois), σn. The process
used to select a desired amplitude involved the following steps.
1) A describing function for a shifted ideal relay is formulated by settinges=0 in Equation 4.9.
1) The resulting output amplitude which corresponds to the smallest achievable amplitude,aideal,
is calculated by solvingG( jω)N(a∗ = aideal,es = 0) = −1+0 j.
2) The standard deviation in the measurement output noise,σn, is quantified.
3) A combination of the smallest achievable output amplitude and the measurement noise is
constructed, such asa∗ = aideal +3σn.
For the Type T thermocouples used to measure the system temperature, the standard deviation
in the measurement noise is approximatelyσn ≈0.08oC. Using the ideal relay with no hysteresis,
and the plant transfer function given in Equation 4.6 for the water circulation system, the small-
est achievable humidifier air outlet temperature oscillations areaideal,wh ≈0.2oC. As a result, the
smallest output amplitude for the water circulation system, that makes the thermostatic controller
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least sensitive to noise, isa∗wc ≈0.5
oC. From evaluation ofδTg,hm,oδQwh ( jω)N(a
∗
wc,es,wc) = −1+0 j, the
resulting error bound for the water heater ises,wc ≈0.2oC which induces a limit cycle of frequency
ωwc ≈0.11 rad/s (corresponding to an oscillation period of 58 seconds) to maintainthe desired
output amplitude.
The ability of the describing function methodology to accurately estimate the temperature limit
cycles was then evaluated by simulating the relay feedback system applied to the n nlinear water
circulation system model, as shown in Figure 4.4. The nonlinear model was evaluated at the nominal
conditions, from Table 4.1, with no changes in the reference temperature.Generally, the describing
function methodology resulted in the selection of error bounds which inducea reasonably expected
humidifier air outlet temperature limit cycle period at the desired amplitude.






























Figure 4.4: Simulation of the temperature oscillations induced in the water circulation system with
relay feedback along with the heater control input. The water circulation system plant was simulated
using the nonlinear model evaluated at the nominal conditions.
The induced humidifier air outlet temperature limit cycle oscillates with a period of 77 seconds,
which is larger than the 58 seconds expected. However, the nonlinear system response oscillates
between the forced,u = δQmax, and the free response,u=0, when the actuator is turned on and
off, resulting in different dynamic response times. Starting at the minimum humidifier air outlet
temperature, it takes approximately 31 seconds to reach the maximum temperature, indicating an
oscillation period of 62 seconds if the free response time were equal to the frced response time. Due
to system nonlinearities and the difference between the free and forced dynamic plant responses,
the temperature limit cycles are not symmetric about the reference value ofδT ∗=0; however, the
desired limit cycle amplitude is achieved.
Varying the air mass flow rate supplied to the humidifier betweenWa,hm,i=0.21-0.63 g/s (a total
air mass flow rate range of 0.3-0.9 g/s atrhm=0.7), the required error bounds range fromes ≈0.14-
0.26oC to maintain the desired output amplitude ofa∗=0.5oC. This change in air mass flow rate also
changes the period of oscillation ranging between 52-74 seconds. In summary, the air mass flow
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rate does not significantly impact the necessary error bounds and resulting frequency of oscillation,
to motivate the use of variable error bounds for the water circulation system.
4.4.2 Bypass and Mixer Tuning by Simulation
For first order plants, the describing function methodology can not be employed to analytically cal-
culate the thermostatic error bounds. The Nyquist plot of a first order plant remains in the right
hand plane. Thus, no intersection exists between the describing function,which accounts for the
fundamental component of the nonlinear relay element, and the plant Nyquist. Instead, simulations
of the non-ideal relay feedback system are used to examine the resulting temperature limit cycles
for the bypass and mixer systems.
To tune the thermostatic error bounds using a simulation based approach, first the error bound,
es, is set equal to the desired amplitude of the output temperature oscillations,a∗. Of course, the
system response will experience overshoot outside of this desired amplitude. Thus, the error bound
is incrementally reduced until the simulated temperature error is less than the desir d amplitude.
This process is summarized as follows.
1) The desired output amplitude,a∗, is selected.
2) The initial temperature error bounds,es, are chosen to be equal to the desired temperature
output amplitude, such thates=a∗.
3) The closed loop non-ideal relay feedback system response is simulated using the nonlinear
plant model evaluated at the nominal operating conditions.
4) The simulated temperature error signal is compared to the desired amplitude.
5) If the simulated temperature error remains smaller than the desired amplitude throughout
the simulation, then the search is terminated. Otherwise, the temperature error bounds are
reduced and steps 3-5 are repeated.
To illustrate the iterative error bound tuning process and the relationship between the temper-
ature limit cycle amplitude and period as a function of the error bound, consider the mixer system
assuming constant gas temperatures supplied from the humidifier and bypass (implies constant ref-
erence temperature), as shown in Figure 4.5. As expected, as the errorbound is decreased, both the
period and amplitude of the temperature limit cycle decrease. When the error bound is reduced suf-
ficiently that the induced temperature limit cycle amplitude,amx, is less than or equal to the desired
amplitude,a∗mx, the iteration process is terminated and the necessary error bound has been identified.
Of course, in the physical system, the thermostatically controlled water heaterwill induce hu-
midifier gas outlet temperature oscillations that impact both the bypass and the mixer, as inputs
and/or dynamic reference temperatures. Because the mixer receives airfrom both the humidifier
and the bypass, the temperature oscillations in these systems induce temperature fluct ations in the
mixer in practice causing the mixer oscillation frequency to be smaller (period to be larger) than
the water circulation system. For low desired cathode inlet relative humidities which result in more
air supplied to the bypass than the humidifier, the bypass oscillations would impact the mixer more
than the humidifier, resulting in a faster mixer outlet temperature oscillation frequency.
Due to the coupled nature of the humidification system volumes, it is therefore recommended
that the bypass and mixer thermostatic controllers be tuned in a manner that accounts for the wa-
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Figure 4.5: Influence of the mixer error bound on the simulated mixer outlet temperature limit cycle
for a relay feedback system.
ter circulation system performance. By first selecting the water heater error bounds, as discussed
in Section 4.4.1, the error bounds for the bypass relay feedback systemcan be determined using
the simulation based iterative approach described above. Then given therror bounds for the by-
pass and water heater, the error bounds for the mixer relay feedback system can be determined via





























if not within bounds, reduce error bound 




Figure 4.6: Sequential process used to tune the bypass and mixer thermostatic error bounds.
In selecting the desired amplitudes for the bypass and mixer, consideration of the system dy-
namics must be made. The water circulation system (humidifier) response influences both the mixer
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and bypass by establishing an oscillating reference temperature. As with thewater heater, to reduce
heater relay cycling due to measurement noise the desired bypass temperature limi cycle amplitude
was selected to bea∗bp=0.5
oC. However, the water circulation system, does not only influence the
mixer through the reference temperature. The mixer also receives air andwater vapor from the
humidifier. As a result, oscillations in the humidifier will cause oscillations in the mixerev n when
the mixer heater is off. As a result, the mixer amplitude was selected to bea∗mx=1.0
oC to account
for the 0.5oC amplitude fluctuations due to the water circulation system.
Applying this iterative and sequential simulation based tuning approach, at the nominal operat-
ing conditions shown in Table 4.1, the bypass error bound was found to bees,bp=0.38oC to achieve
a temperature limit cycle amplitude ofa∗bp=0.5
oC and the mixer error bound wases,mx=0.38oC to
achieve a temperature limit cycle amplitude ofa∗bp=1.0
oC. Although the error bounds for the bypass
and mixer are the same, the two systems achieve very different temperature limitcycle amplitudes
due to the relatively slow thermal response of the mixer, as compared to the bypass.
The simulated humidification system thermal response, employing these thermostatic dead
bands at nominal conditions, is shown in Figure 4.7. The difference in the clos d loop thermal
response time of the bypass, mixer and water circulation systems are evident.Note, at approxi-
mately 340 seconds, the increase in the temperature of the air leaving the humidifier causes the
mixer temperature to increase although the mixer heater had been turned off.A ditionally, there is
a relatively small amount of noise in the mixer temperature due to the fast oscillations in the bypass
temperature, but has less impact on the mixer temperature due to the large mass fractional split of
air flow directed to the humidifier (rhm = 0.7). When the fraction of the air mass flow rate directed
to the bypass is increased, these oscillations are more pronounced.
The influence of the total air mass flow rate on the mixer and bypass error bounds was consid-
ered by identifying the respective error bounds at different flow rates. As with the water circulation
system, a range of total air mass flow rates between 0.3-0.9 g/s was considered assuming 70% of
the air is delivered to the humidifier (hm=0.7). The bypass error bounds show little sensitivity to the
air mass flow rate, ranging fromes,bp=0.36-0.41oC. Of course, if low relative humidity operation
is desired, more air would be supplied to the bypass resulting in a greater sensitivity in the bypass
error bounds. The mixer error bounds, however, exhibit a greater degree of sensitivity to the total
air mass flow rate, ranging fromes,mx=0.14-0.65oC to achieve the desired temperature limit cycle
amplitude ofa∗mx. As the total air mass flow rate increases, the necessary mixer error bounds in-
crease. Such sensitivity to the total air mass flow rate could motivate the use ofvariable mixer error
bounds. However, constant error bounds could still be used with the und rstanding that the desired
amplitude will only be achieved at the total air mass flow rate that the controller was tuned for.
The thermostatic controllers, designed and shown in simulation here in Section 4.4, are cheap to
implement, have a relatively easy tuning methodology, and are capable of regulatin the humidifier
temperature to within 1oC of the desired cathode inlet temperature. However, if zero steady-state
temperature error ir required or the limit cycle temperature oscillations are undesirable, a more so-
phisticated controller can be used. In the following section, a proportional-ntegral controller will
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Figure 4.7: Thermostatic controller simulation with tuned deadbands under nominal co ditions.
The left column of plots shows the actuator control signals and the right column of plots displays
the thermal response of the control volume temperature being regulated.
be developed to further improve the system response.
4.5 PI Controller Tuning with Integral Anti-windup
By adding integrator states to the controllers, zero steady-state error to a step command in the ref-
erence temperature can be achieved. As a result, proportional integral(PI) control was considered
due to the simplicity of tuning with time domain constraints and guarantee of zero steady state error.








where the proportional and integral controller gains are denoted bykP,cv andkI,cv, respectively, for
each control volume. By substitution into Equations 4.5-4.7, the closed loop transfe functions from
the reference to the actual temperature can be found. In contrast to on-off thermostatic control,
PI control requires the heater actuators to produce a variable heat transfer rate. Thus, there is a
fundamental tradeoff between regulation capability and hardware and software complexity.
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A summary of the final controller gains and resulting settling times assuming a step change in
the reference temperature,δT ∗=1oC, is shown in Table 4.4 along with the gain and phase margins.
The following subsections will detail the methodology used in designing these controllers and the
inclusion of integrator anti-windup to address actuator saturation.
Table 4.4: Proportional Integral Controller Gains
Heater kP,cv kI,cv tsettle GM PM
(s) (dB) (deg)
Bypass 15 3.25 9.4 ∞ 142
Mixer 25 0.22 256 ∞ 145
Water Heater 263 1.60 176 20 138
For the mixer, bypass and water circulations systems, the input disturbances re the same,
namely the ambient temperature and the total air mass flow rate. It can be assumed that the ambi-
ent temperature remains relatively constant throughout an experiment. However, the total air mass
flow rate varies significantly. To reduce the impact of this disturbance on thesyst m temperature
responses, precompensation could be used [17]. Note, this precompensation would increase or de-
crease the amount of heat that is added to the system as a result of the chang in total air mass flow
rate, which is distinctly different than the static nonlinear feedforward mapping from Section 4.1
used to control the mass fractional split of air supplied to the bypass and thehumidifier to regu-
late relative humidity. Interestingly, the steady-state incremental heat required by the system due
to a change in air mass flow rate is relatively small, rendering constant precomp nsation relatively
ineffective.
4.5.1 Mixer and Bypass PI Gain Tuning
The open loop transfer function from the heater input to either the bypassor mixer gas outlet tem-
perature, shown in Equations 4.5 and 4.7, are first order. The application of PI control then results
in a second order closed loop transfer function, from the temperature reference to the gas outlet





s2 +(bo,cvkP,cv + pcv)s+bo,cvkI,cv
, (4.11)
wherepcv is the open loop pole location for the bypass or mixer system previously shown in Equa-
tion 4.5 and 4.7.
Upon inspection of the characteristic polynomial of this closed loop transferfunction, the PI
controller gains can be tuned to achieve specific time domain constraints. For tuning he controller
gains, two of the following three constraints must be selected, from the 1) proportional controller
gain, 2) response time, or 3) damping coefficient which influences the degr e of overshoot experi-
enced to a step in the temperature reference. The proportional controllergains can be easily selected
based on the desired heater response for a specific temperature error. A decision must then be made
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as to the specification of the desired response time or the overshoot. Because the avoidance of
condensation and dehydration is of critical importance in controlling the humidification system, the
damping coefficient is chosen as the second time domain design constraint to be specified. By min-
imizing overshoot, at the expense of a slower closed loop response time, theeffects of condensation
and dehydration can be directly addressed.
The proportional gains are selected based on the expected maximal actuator he ter power at






This selection of the proportional controller gains implies that energy will be supplied to the heater
at the rate,Qdesign,cv, when the temperature error changes from 0oC to edesign,cv. Using simulations,
the maximum amount of heat required, across the range of operating conditions, can be determined
to motivate the selection ofδQdesign,cv. Given an expected error ofedesign,cv=1.0oC and the maxi-
mum steady-state heater power ofQdesign,bp=15W andQdesign,mx=25W, the proportional gains were
found to bekP,bp=15W/K andkP,mx=25W/K.
Theoretically, to achieve no overshoot in the response to a step change inthe reference tem-
perature, the desired damping coefficient for a critically damped response is chosen to beζ=1.
Examining the characteristic equation of the closed loop transfer function in Equation 4.11, with





Given the mixer and bypass open loop transfer function coefficients (bo,bp, bo,mx, pbp, andpmx from
Equations 4.5 and 4.7, the resulting controller integral gains arekI,bp=3.25 andkI,mx=0.22. With
the selection of these PI controller gains for the mixer and bypass, the closed loop settling times
to a 1oC step in the reference temperature are 9 and 256 seconds, respectively. As xpected, the
response time of the bypass is considerably faster than the response time ofhe mixer system.
To examine the relative stability of the closed loop systems, the most frequently used metrics are
the gain and phase margins which for a stable system indicate the amount of gai and pure delay that
can be added to the loop before the closed-loop system becomes unstable [34]. Figure 4.8 provides
a Bode plot of the magnitude and phase of the closed loop bypass and mixer system . The resulting
gain and phase margins are presented in Table 4.4. The high frequency phase angle asymptote for
both systems is -90 degrees, rather than the -180 degrees expected of asec nd order system due
to the addition of the zero from the controller. Clearly, the mixer and bypass clo ed loop transfer
functions have a relative degree of 1 which results in an infinite gain margin,implying the closed
loop system will be stable for all loop gains. Additionally, the large phase margins indicate adequate
robustness to system delays due to parameter variation. Note, the peak in magnitude near the corner
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frequency indicates there will be an overshoot in the step response. Although the controllers were
designed for a critically damped response, implying no overshoot, in actualityovershoot will result
















































Figure 4.8: Bode plots of the mixer and bypass closed loop systems indicating gi and phase
margins.
4.5.2 Water Heater PI Gain Tuning
The closed loop transfer function from the reference humidifier air outlettemperature to the actual
temperature is of high order and therefore, time domain design constraints (over h ot, settling time,
etc.) can not be used analytically to specify the PI controller gains as was done for the bypass
and mixer. Instead, pole placement was used iteratively to achieve a desired clos d loop response.
From inspection of the open loop water circulation system poles and zero, from Equation 4.6, it
is seen that a stable slow pole is located on the real axis of the complex s-planeat pproximately
s=-0.00082. This pole could be either shifted or canceled by a carefully tuned PI controller. In the
work by [41], it was shown that a tradeoff exists between input disturbance rejection and robustness
to modeling errors when considering whether to cancel or shift a slow stable pole which lies on the
real axis. The humidifier water circulation system has an air mass flow rate input disturbance and
the model parameters were considered to be well identified. As a result, a pole shifting controller
was employed for improved input disturbance rejection.
Using the full order linearized model of the water circulation system, shown inEquation 4.6, a
pole shifting PI controller of the form given in Equation 4.10, was tuned to achieve a fast response
with less than 20% overshoot. The resulting closed loop system, with the controller gains listed in
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Table 4.4, is stable with all poles located in the open left half complex s-plane.
To examine the relative stability of the closed loop water circulation closed system, a Bode plot
of the magnitude and phase, shown in Figure 4.9 was used to calculate the gainand phase margins,
found in Table 4.4. A sufficient gain and phase margin are achieved for robustness to parameter
variation. The high frequency phase angle asymptote for this systems is -360 degrees due to the
transfer function having a relative degree of 4. As with the bypass and mixer, the peak in magnitude
























































Figure 4.9: Bode plots of the water circulation system closed loop systems indicati g gain and phase
margins.
4.5.3 Integral Anti-windup Strategies
If an actuator has saturation limits, as is the case for the resistive heaters, the integrator will con-
tinue to integrate the error signal while the actuator is saturated, causing an increasing discrepancy
between the desired control signal and the saturated control signal. When the error begins to de-
crease in magnitude, a time lag will occur before the actuator will no longer be saturated due to
the previously growing integrator state. This delay can result in an undesire overshoot (or under-
shoot), referred to as integrator windup. Two strategies for employing interator anti-windup will
be considered, and their relative merits addressed.
The difference between the actual,δQcv, and saturated,δQsat , control signals can be scaled and
removed from the error signal prior to integration [2], as shown in Figure4.10. In this manner,
the scaling factor,α , controls the rate of convergence of the integrator anti-windup. Unfortunately,
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the rate of convergence parameter has a significant influence on the sysem response time and de-
gree of overshoot following a step change in the reference signal. ThePI Controller with integrator








where the deviation in the control signal from nominal conditions upstream and downstream of
the actuator model are denoted byδQcv andδQsatcv , respectively. This anti-windup strategy will be
referred to as ”convergence based”.
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Figure 4.10: Proportional integral control schematic with convergence bas d integral anti-windup.
Alternatively, the integral anti-windup can be replaced by a logic based case structure which
enables or disables the integrator while the actuator is saturated. If the control signal upstream of
the actuator saturation model is not equal to the control signal downstreamof the actuator satura-
tion model, implying the actuator is saturated, then the integrator is turned off. This logic can be
implemented as shown in Figure 4.11, and will be referred to as ”logic based”.
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cv
cv
=1 if δQ= δQsat
=0 if δQ= δQsat
sat
Figure 4.11: Proportional integral control schematic using logic to stop integratin the error signal
when the actuator saturates.
With the logic based formulation for employing integrator anti-windup, there is noco vergence
rate,α , which requires tuning as was the case for the convergence based anti-windup strategy. The





0 kI,cve(τ)dτ if δQcv(t) = δQsatcv (t)
kP,cvecv(t), if δQcv(t) 6= δQsatcv (t)
.
The rate of convergence parameter,α , has a significant influence on the system response time
and the degree of overshoot experienced following a step change in therefer nce signal. Figure 4.12
compares the logic and convergence based anti-windup strategies appliedto th PI controller for the
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mixer system response to a step in the reference temperature. For the convergence rate based anti-
windup, the range of responses are shown for varyingα . Each row of subplots shows the response
to a different reference step size, with the temperature response in the right plot and the actuator
signal in the left plot. Each reference step change is taken from the nominal conditions.





































































Figure 4.12: Comparison of the reduced order mixer closed loop step response employing the PI
controller using different anti-windup strategies. The dotted line indicates the performance of the
logic based anti-windup strategy. The dashed lines indicate the bounds on the response time using
the convergence rate based anti-windup where the response for varying α lies within these bounds.
For a step size ofδT ∗g,mx,o = 1oC, the actuator does not saturate, resulting in the same temper-
ature response for the two anti-windup strategies. However, for largerstep sizes, the actuator does
saturate and the performance of the anti-windup strategies can be compared. The rise time of the
logic based anti-windup strategies is approximately equal to the rise time of the response if no anti-
windup is used (upper bound of convergence based anti-windup), however there is significantly less
overshoot.
A rate of convergence,α , does exist such that the control signal response following actuator sat-
uration is the same for both the logic and convergence based strategies fora step size of a particular
magnitude. Although, for a given rate of convergence, the control signal will not be the same for
these two anti-windup strategies for all magnitudes of reference step sizes, for a value ofα=0.032
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the response of the two anti-windup strategies is similar for the range of reference steps considered
here. For simplification due to the need to tune the convergence rate to achieve the desired tempera-
ture response across a range of reference step changes, the logic based anti-windup strategy will be
used.
4.6 Hardware Implementation of Controllers
This section describes the process used to implement the controllers in hardware and then compares
the performance of the controllers. First, the modeling required to emulate the hardware implemen-
tation of the controllers, for example accounting for the effects of sampling and measurement noise,
are discussed. Then, the closed loop humidification system performance issimulated to examine
the influence of the physical hardware constraints. Finally, the experimental performance of the
thermostatic and PI controllers are compared.
4.6.1 Models for Emulation of Hardware Constraints
The data acquisition system forces implementation of the control and monitoring system in discrete
time, as previously discussed in Section 1.2. As a result, the continuous time domain controllers
must be expressed in discrete time for the control signals to be executed using digital electronics.
For implementation of the on-off thermostatic controllers, no conversion must be made since a relay
can be simply opened or closed. The PI controllers, however, are exprssed as a difference equation
by




e( j) , (4.15)
where the symbolkTs is used to denote a discrete instant of time wherek is a time index andTs ≈0.05
is the data acquisition system sample time (s).
The details of the humidification system hardware were provided in Section 3.1. For all analog
inputs (sensor measurements) and outputs (actuator signals), zero-ordh l s were used to model
the effect of sensor sampling in hardware. Both the bypass and the mixer controllers utilize analog
output signals. However, the water heater actuator is controlled with a digitalsignal that is pulse
width modulated (in software) using a pulse period of 0.5 seconds. As a result, a 0.5 second zero
order hold is used to model the updating of the water heater control signal.
The analog input temperature measurements do in fact contain measurement nois . Type T
thermocouples were employed for sensing temperature throughout the sysem. Theoretically, these
thermocouples should all exhibit similar noise characteristics. They were calibrated, using a con-
tinuously stirred hot water bath, against a thermometer with a precision of 0.01oC. Although there
could be a bias in the temperature measurement if this reference temperature ws not accurate, the
thermocouples will all contain the same bias as they were calibrated under the same conditions.
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To characterize the output temperature measurement noise, a set of temperature data were de-
trended. The de-trending technique performed a local linear least squares regression by fitting a
straight line through a moving window of 19 data points. The results did not change significantly as
the number of data points included in the moving window changed. Figure 4.13 shows the temper-
ature measurement and the de-trended result as a function of time under similaconditions as those
used in the humidifier experimental data presented throughout this document.The noise was then
quantified as the difference between the actual and the de-trended temperature, shown in the second
subplot. The noise range remains constant throughout the entire experiment despite the fact that the
measured temperature is changing.



























































Figure 4.13: Thermocouple temperature measurement and noise.
Based on the noise statistics, the temperature measurement noise was modeled fr m a normal
distribution with a mean of 0oC and standard deviation of 0.02oC. Note, the data acquisition system
has an expected precision of 0.015oC with a 16 bit analog input data acquisition board. This mea-
surement noise is added to the modeled temperature outputs and influences thetemperature error
and control signals.
4.6.2 Simulated Closed Loop Performance
The closed loop humidification system, employing thermostatic and PI controllers,was simulated
to compare the controller performances following steps in the reference temprature, total air mass
flow rate, and desired mixer outlet relative humidity. The implementation of digital controllers and
the model of temperature measurement noise, previously discussed in Section 4.6.1, were accounted
for in the model simulations.
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Figures 4.14-4.17 provide a comparison of the humidification system responses employing the
PI and thermostatic controllers initialized at the nominal conditions. As expected, th thermostatic
controllers produce temperature limit cycle oscillations at the designed amplitudes an frequencies.
For all three temperature responses, the thermostatic controllers result in afaster response time to a
step in the reference temperature, due to the initial saturation of the controller. Th PI controllers
regulate temperature with zero steady-state error and result in a 2-5% reduction in total heater energy
consumption. Finally, the temperature measurement noise has little impact on the con rol signals
or, ultimately, the ability to regulate temperature for either control architecture.


































Figure 4.14: Simulated humidifier air outlet closed loop temperature response toa reference step,
comparing the use of PI versus thermostatic control. The first subplot shows t e power supplied to
the water heater and the second subplot shows the temperature response.
The humidifier air outlet temperature response for both the thermostatic and PIcontrollers,
following the step in the reference temperature shown in Figure 4.14, performed as designed. Im-
mediately following the change in the reference temperature, the air mass flow rate supplied to the
humidifier, shown in Figure 4.17, is increased. This increase causes the humidifier air outlet tem-
perature to initially decrease. It is important to note that this is not a non-minimum phase response,
rather it is due to the feedforward air flow regulation and the influence of the air mass flow rate on
the humidifier temperature.
As expected, due to the relatively fast closed loop response time of the bypass, as compared to
the water circulation system, the bypass air outlet temperature is well regulatedsing PI control,
with little difference between the actual and reference temperature shown inFigure 4.15. In con-
trast, using thermostatic control the temperature limit cycle is amplified as a result of the scillating
reference temperature. Note, the humidifier air outlet temperature is the refer nce for the bypass,
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Figure 4.15: Simulated bypass air outlet closed loop temperature response toa reference step, com-
paring the use of PI versus thermostatic control. The first subplot showsthe power supplied to the
bypass and the second subplot shows the temperature response.
resulting in two different temperature references using either PI or thermostatic control.
As with the bypass, the mixer reference temperatures for the simulations with thermostatic
and PI control, shown in Figure 4.16, are different due to the humidifier airoutlet temperature re-
sponses. Using thermostatic control, the mixer gas outlet temperature experiences a repeatable but
non sinusoidal temperature limit cycle due to the influence of the air supplied to the mixer from
the humidifier. The PI controller, however, well regulates the mixer outlet temperature with little
overshoot and a fast response.
The resulting mixer outlet relative humidity, using both PI and thermostatic control of the
heaters, during this step in the temperature reference is shown in Figure 4.17. Clearly, the non-
sinusoidal mixer outlet temperature limit cycle induces a relative humidity limit cycle due to the
coupling of relative humidity and temperature. The air mass flow rates suppliedto the bypass and
humidifier are influenced by the difference in the actual and reference temperatures, implying the
air mass flow rate changes during transients. With thermostatic control, the air mass flow rates do
not achieve a constant final value due to the temperature limit cycle oscillations. In contrast, the
desired relative humidity can be maintained with PI control. It is anticipated that the relative hu-
midity excursions will be more pronounced in hardware due to un-modeled deays in the air mass
flow control response.
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Figure 4.16: Simulated mixer air outlet closed loop temperature response to a reference step, com-
paring the use of PI versus thermostatic control. The first subplot showsthe power supplied to the
mixer heater and the second subplot shows the temperature response. Note, there are two different
temperature references for the two controllers.


































Figure 4.17: Simulated mixer gas outlet relative humidity response during a stepin he reference
temperature, comparing the use of PI versus thermostatic control. The firstsubplot shows the total,
humidifier and bypass air mass flow rates and the second subplot shows themixer gas outlet relative
humidity.
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4.6.3 Closed Loop Experimental Results
Using feedforward control of the fraction of the total air mass flow rate supplied to the humidifier,
according to Equation 4.1, four closed loop experiments were conducted tocompare the thermo-
static and PI controller responses. First, the two controllers are comparedfor a step in the reference
temperature from nominal conditions, shown in Figures 4.18-4.21, similar to thesimulation results
shown previously in Figures 4.14-4.17. Generally, the PI and thermostatic controllers perform as
designed. Then, the two controller performances are examined during steps in the total air mass flow
rate, desired relative humidity, and during a water reservoir fill event (where cold water is injected
into the reservoir).
Closed loop experimental results for a step in reference temperature
The experimental response of the water circulation system to a step in the refer nce temperature is
shown in Figure 4.18 for both thermostatic and PI control. The desired temperatur limit cycle am-
plitude of 0.5oC using thermostatic control is achieved. However, a larger oscillation period of 120
seconds occurred, mostly due to the free response of the water circulation system when the heater
is turned off. The time required to reach the maximum limit cycle temperature from the inimum
limit cycle temperature is approximately 34 seconds, corresponding to a 68 second temperature
limit cycle period if the free and forced response times were the same, agreeing with the simulation
results. Should the temperature limit cycle oscillation period need to be exactly replicat d, a better
approximation of the heat transfer loss would be required.


































Figure 4.18: Experimental humidifier air outlet closed loop temperature response t a reference step,
comparing the use of PI versus thermostatic control. The first subplot shows t e power supplied to
the water heater and the second subplot shows the temperature response.
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Figure 4.19: Experimental bypass air outlet closed loop temperature response t a reference step,
comparing the use of PI versus thermostatic control. The first subplot shows t e power supplied to
the bypass and the second subplot shows the temperature response.
For the water circulation system PI controller, the resulting overshoot following the step in the
reference temperature is larger than predicted in simulation but still within the designed 20%. The
response time was similar to that predicted in simulation. However, the initial decrease in the hu-
midifier air outlet temperature following the reference step is more pronounced than was predicted
in simulation. This air mass flow rate sensitivity may have occurred as a result of the un-modeled
condensation or evaporation dynamics due to the increased humidifier air flow mass rate. Finally,
the water heater PI controller is capable of tracking the reference temperature with zero steady-state
error.
The experimental response of the bypass to a step in the humidifier reference air temperature is
shown in Figure 4.19 comparing thermostatic and PI control. The closed loop experimental results
are quite similar to the simulation results presented in Figure 4.15. The resulting temperature limit
cycle amplitude is approximately 0.5oC, as designed. Throughout the experiment, the PI controller
is capable of tracking the dynamic reference humidifier air outlet temperaturewith approximately
zero steady-state error.
The experimental response of the mixer system to a step in the humidifier reference air tem-
perature is shown in Figure 4.20 comparing thermostatic and PI control. Of interest, the mixer
outlet temperature limit cycle, using thermostatic control, is approximately sinusoidal, as compared
to the non sinusoidal limit cycle shown in simulation. The limit cycle amplitude was found to be
slightly less than the designed 1oC. The mixer PI controller performed as expected throughout the
experiment.
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Figure 4.20: Experimental mixer air outlet closed loop temperature responset a reference step,
comparing the use of PI versus thermostatic control. The first subplot shows t e power supplied to
the mixer heater and the second subplot shows the temperature response.
The experimental mixer air outlet relative humidity response during the step in the humidi-
fier reference air temperature is shown in Figure 4.21 comparing thermostaticand PI controller
implementation. The actual mixer relative humidity response is quite similar to the simulated re-
sults previously shown in Figure 4.17. Because the actual mixer outlet temperature experiences an
approximately sinusoidal temperature limit cycle using thermostatic control, the resulting relative
humidity also exhibits an approximately sinusoidal response. Both in simulation and in the exper-
iment, the maximum excursion in the mixer air outlet relative humidity is approximately 10% for
both controllers. Note, the mixer gas outlet relative humidity presented here isan e timation based
on physical measurements applying Equation 3.21.
Thermostatic closed loop experimental results during disturbances
Using feedforward control of the air mass flow rate and thermostatic control of the resistive heaters,
a closed loop experiment was conducted by changing the desired cathodeinlet t mperature and rel-
ative humidity. Figure 4.22 shows the humidifier air outlet temperature response first during a step
change in the reference temperature. As expected, the heater initially turnson following the increase
in the reference temperature which allows a fast initial response time. The temprature oscillations
induced by this relay feedback system then begin after the temperature error reaches the differential
gap. Note, the temperature response time when the heater is turned on, forced response, is different
than when the heater is turned on, free response, also seen by the differ nce between the time the
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Figure 4.21: Estimated experimental mixer gas outlet relative humidity responseduring a step in
the reference temperature, comparing the use of PI versus thermostatic control. The first subplot
shows the total, humidifier and bypass air mass flow rates and the second subplot shows the mixer
gas outlet relative humidity.
heater is in the on versus the off state. A reservoir fill disturbance occurring at approximately 3900
seconds, requiring an injection of cold water into the water reservoir, follows the step change in
the reference temperature and causes a 2oC excursion in the humidifier air outlet temperature and
increases the length of time that the water heater is on. At approximately 4600 seconds, the desired
mixer outlet relative humidity is increased fromφ ∗ca,i=0.7 to 0.8, causing an increase in the fraction
of air supplied to the humidifier. The use of feedforward control of the airm ss flow rate supplied to
the humidifier results in a variable flow that oscillates at the same frequency asthe ir temperature,
through the water vapor saturation pressure.
Remember, the intent of the bypass controller is to track the humidifier air outlet temperature,
which is oscillating due to the thermostatic regulation. As a result, it is expected that the bypass
air outlet temperature will oscillate about the humidifier air outlet temperature at afas er frequency.
Figure 4.23 displays the regulation capability of the bypass controller duringthe step change in the
cathode inlet temperature. As expected, the bypass tracks the humidifier resulting in an amplified
temperature oscillation about the humidifier temperature. Due to the significant difference in the
closed loop response time of the bypass and the humidifier, the bypass tracks the humidifier well
throughout the range of changes in reference and disturbance values.
The oscillations in the humidifier and bypass temperatures being supplied to the mixer i pact
the resulting oscillations in the mixer outlet temperature. Although the closed loop mixer relay
feedback system is capable of responding faster than the humidifier, it is designed to track the hu-
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Figure 4.22: Humidifier air outlet temperature thermostatic regulation during stepchanges in the
reference temperature and the desired cathode inlet humidity. The first subplot shows the water
heater power, the second subplot shows the air mass flow rate supplied to thhumidifier using ref-
erence feedforward, and the third subplot shows the thermostatically regulat d humidifier air outlet
temperature.
midifier, and thus exhibits a similar frequency and amplitude in the limit cycle oscillations. Figure
4.24 shows the mixer response using thermostatic regulation for the same referenc s and distur-
bances as that shown for the humidifier in Figure 4.22. The total air mass flowrate supplied to the
humidifier and bypass is shown, with short transients during changes in thedesired cathode inlet
relative humidity and temperature. Although the mixer outlet relative humidity oscillates t the
same frequency as the temperature, the amplitude is not significant and is close to the measurement
resolution of 0.025 or 2.5%.
PI closed loop experimental results during disturbances
Using feedforward control of the air mass flow rate and proportional integral control of the resis-
tive heaters, another closed loop experiment was conducted by changing the desired cathode inlet
temperature and relative humidity. Figure 4.25 shows the humidifier, bypass and mixer air outlet
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Figure 4.23: Bypass air outlet temperature thermostatic regulation during a step change in the de-
sired cathode inlet temperature. The first subplot shows the bypass heater power, the second subplot
shows the air mass flow rate supplied to the bypass using reference feedforward, and the third
subplot shows the thermostatically regulated bypass air outlet temperature.
temperature responses during these changes in reference values along with a relatively large excur-
sion in the ambient temperature due to cycling the room heater, a step change inthe total air mass
flow disturbance, and a reservoir fill event.
As expected the PI controller results in zero steady-state error. The oversh ot and response
time following step changes in reference temperature is approximately equal tothe response the
controller was tuned to achieve. Interestingly, the step in the reference (desire cathode inlet) tem-
perature results in an increase in the air flow supplied to the humidifier, causing an initial decrease
in the humidifier air outlet temperature which resembles a non-minimum phase respons but is ac-
tually due to the difference in response times between the mass and thermal systems. Following the
rapid 10oC increase in ambient temperature, the humidifier air outlet temperature increased, requir-
ing the humidifier heater power to decrease to regulate the humidifier air outlet temperature. The
decrease in the total air mass flow rate disturbance resulted in a decrease inthe a r flow supplied
to the humidifier, in turn increasing the humidifier air outlet temperature by approximately 1oC.
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Figure 4.24: Mixer air outlet temperature thermostatic regulation during step changes in the refer-
ence temperature and the desired cathode inlet humidity. The first subplot shows the mixer heater
power, the second subplot shows the total air mass flow rate disturbance,the third subplot shows the
thermostatically regulated mixer air outlet temperature, and the fourth subplot shows the reference
and estimated mixer outlet relative humidity.
The reservoir fill event, which injects cold water into the reservoir, causes a dramatic decrease in
the humidifier air outlet temperature which saturates the water heater before raching steady-state.
Finally, the decrease in desired cathode inlet relative humidity results in a decreas in the air flow
through the humidifier which increases the humidifier air outlet temperature.
Again, the intent of the bypass controller is to track the humidifier air outlet temperatur . With
the thermostatic regulation shown previously, the bypass temperature oscillated about the humidifier
temperature. However, the bypass adequately tracks the humidifier air outlet temperature excur-
sions well due to the difference in closed loop response times of these two systems. There is an
insignificant difference between the bypass and humidifier air outlet temperatur s throughout the
experiment.
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When the humidifier air outlet temperature initially decreases following the increase in the de-
sired cathode inlet temperature, the mixer heater turns off and then proceeds to track the humidifier
air outlet temperature. Because the closed loop mixer system response time is not as fast as the
bypass, the mixer does not exactly track the humidifier air outlet temperature.However, the tem-
perature tracking abilities are adequate. Additionally, the mixer outlet relativehumidity is well
regulated throughout the experiment.
Although the relative humidity at the mixer outlet is relatively well regulated with thermostatic
control, the temperature oscillations may not be desirable depending upon theperating conditions
of the PEMFC stack to which the air is supplied. To eliminate these oscillations, the proportional-
integral (PI) controller is recommended to guarantee zero steady-state temprature error. However
the added hardware complexity of a variable heater, in light of the potentially slower response time
for small changes in the desired temperatures, may not justify use of PI control. If variable heaters













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.25: Humidification system response for PI regulation during step changes in the reference
temperature, desired cathode inlet humidity, a reservoir fill event, and varying ambient temperature.




Conclusions and Future Work
To actively manage water within the fuel cell, the influence of reactant and water dynamics on cell
performance was quantified for a range of fuel cell operating conditions and a humidification ap-
paratus was devised and controlled to regulate the amount of water vapor entrain d in the gases
supplied to the fuel cell. The dynamics of this gas humidification system were quantified to develop
a control strategy capable of achieving the desired fuel cell inlet humidity conditions.
The application of first principles to these two different membrane-based systems was presented.
Although the dynamics of interest are different for these two systems, motivating the application
of a different set of assumptions in model development, a similar model calibration, experimental
identification and validation process was employed. The models were calibrated using published
properties, such as the specific heat of air; material properties, such athe membrane dry density;
and geometric relations, such as the manifold volume. An appropriate cost function, where the
model output used in the cost function can be directly measured, was then devise to identify the
remaining model parameters by minimizing the estimation error. Using a wide range of typical
operating conditions, the models were experimentally validated by directly comparing the dynamic
response of modeled outputs to the measured variables.
5.1 Fuel Cell Reactant and Water Dynamics
A two-phase, one-dimensional (through the gas diffusion layer) model fr a multi-cell stack was
developed and validated using experimental transient data. The lumped paramete model depends
on six tunable parameters that influence the voltage estimation. Two of these parameters, associated
with the water exchanged between the cathode and anode through the membran and the sensitivity
of voltage to the liquid water accumulation in the anode channel, appear nonlinearly; whereas, the
remaining four voltage parameters appear linearly and can be explicitly determined for a given set
of water related parameters. As a result, an iterative tuning parameter tuningprocess involves the
repeated calculation of the voltage parameters for varying values of the water related parameters
until an optimal solution is attained.
During step changes in load, a good voltage prediction is achieved by reproducing both the
steady-state and dynamic voltage response due to the instantaneous increae in current as well as
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the excursions in oxygen partial pressure resulting from the manifold fillingdynamics, as demon-
strated. Finally the model predicted the dynamic effect of temperature on voltage as shown during
the temperature transient from 50o to 60oC. Although simple, this model captures the voltage dy-
namics observed in a fuel cell stack at low and moderate current densitiesduring anode flooding
under the range of conditions tested. However, caution should be used inexte ding this model to
conditions not examined, as the intent of this model is for estimation and controlf fuel cell water
and gas dynamics. The unique contributions of this work were in relating anode water flooding to
the resultant dynamic voltage degradation; determining that a low-order, isothermal, lumped pa-
rameter model suitable for control applications could approximate the dynamic fuel ell response
under a range of operating conditions; and developing a simple and reproducible stack-level tuning
methodology leveraging standard off-the-shelf sensors and actuators.
5.2 Gas Humidification System
The elimination of a bulky and expensive humidity sensor was achieved by employing an estimator
to predict the relative humidity dynamics of the air-vapor mixture leaving the humidifier system
(supplied to the PEMFC). Experimental results showed that with accurate measurements of tem-
perature, the dynamic response of relative humidity was adequately estimatedund r a range of
operating conditions typical for this system. Moreover, these results indicate that the mixer outlet
gas relative humidity can be accurately controlled if temperature is well regulat d. As a result, the
thermal dynamics of the various control volumes, related time constants, and impact of the operat-
ing conditions on the thermal response were characterized to generate anaccurate estimation of gas
temperatures for the purpose of coordinating the system thermal inputs to achieve the desired gas
humidity level.
To achieve an understanding of the humidification system thermal dynamics withthe intent of
controller development, a physics based, low-order, lumped parameter modl was developed and
experimentally validated to regulate both PEMFC cathode inlet temperature and rl tive humidity.
This model accurately estimated the thermal response of each of the system control volumes during
changes in the air mass flow rate and heat injection. As expected, overshoot in the bypass temper-
ature resulted in an undershoot in the cathode inlet relative humidity. Conversely, overshoot in the
humidifier temperature, when not tracked by the bypass temperature, resulted in overshoot in the
cathode inlet temperature, creating condensate.
Employing the experimentally validated model of the system thermal dynamics, controllers
were designed and tuned to coordinate the humidification system thermal injectios and the frac-
tion of air supplied to the humidifier. Due to the cascaded nature of the humidification system, the
dynamics of the mixer and bypass control volumes were analyzed separately from the water circula-
tion system control volumes (including the reservoir, water heater and humidifier). The bandwidth
separation associated with the system responses results in a limitation on the referenc tempera-
tures employed for thermal regulation. Requiring the mixer and bypass to track the humidifier air
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dynamics results in a slower thermal response but well regulated humidity conditions.
The control architecture utilizes either thermostatic or proportional-integral(PI) controllers for
thermal regulation and a static nonlinear feedforward map to control the massfractional split of air
between the humidifier and bypass. For constant disturbances, the humidification system dynamics
are approximately linear and therefore, linear control theory was appliedfor controller design. As
expected, thermostatic control of the humidifier system, tuned by employing a describing function
methodology, resulted in significant temperature and relative humidity limit cycle oscillations. PI
control, however, allowed for adequate control of both temperature andhumidity with zero steady-
state temperature error, while satisfactorily minimizing excursions in temperaturefollowing changes
in the disturbances. Therefore a clear tradeoff exists between steady-state thermal regulation and
hardware and controller simplicity, a critical consideration for automotive applications.
The unique contributions of this gas humidification system effort includes designing an appara-
tus that enables independent control of temperature and humidity of the reactant gases supplied to
the PEMFC stack; developing a physics based model of the gas humidificationsystem for controller
tuning; composing a control strategy for simultaneously achieving thermal and humidity regula-
tion; eliminating reliance on a humidity sensor by constructing an accurate humidityestimator; and
providing a tuning methodology and thorough comparison of the use of on/off versus variable gas
heaters in achieving thermal regulation.
5.3 Extensions of this Thesis
Based on the results of this work, there are several areas of future study that warrant consideration,
as detailed below. Additionally, this work can be extended to examine system dynamics with similar
time scales and sensor and actuator constraints.
5.3.1 Fuel Cell Modeling and Validation
Although the model of fuel cell reactant and water dynamics results in an accurate estimation of
the voltage degradation between purges, we have made the assumption in this work that this degra-
dation was solely due to the accumulation of liquid water in the anode gas channels. However, it
is conceivable that some of this degradation could be due to the accumulation of nitrogen on the
anode as a result of operation with air, rather than pure oxygen. Our model has tunable parameters
that can compensate for these unmodeled dynamics and simplifying assumptions, and as Table 2.3
shows, the tunedαw andtwl, are reasonable and within the range of published results [10, 56]. It
is thought that the impact of nitrogen on voltage degradation would be relatively constant due to
the range of current densities (0-0.3A/cm2) and air stoichiometries (200-300%) considered. How-
ever, for extensions to a wider range of operating conditions, these voltage degradation mechanisms
should be clearly quantified.
Although the apparent current density calculation based on the water accumulation in the an-
ode channels approximates the cell voltage behavior well during a range of transient and steady
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conditions the stack typically operates in, more experimental evidence and justification of this sim-
plification is needed if operation is expected to occur under a wider range of humidity conditions.
The notion of apparent current density is a means for describing the impact of liquid water accu-
mulation on the dynamic voltage behavior of a PEMFC. Future work is focusedon extending and
validating this simple GDL model at higher current density, and directly establishing the connection
between the liquid water mass accumulation and voltage using neutron imaging techiques [62].
Although neutron imaging is not an applicable technique for rapid and cheapmodel calibration, it
is appropriate for model validation on classes of material structures.
We have made the simplifying assumption that no liquid water leaves the electrodes, implying
water is only carried from the gas channels in the vapor phase. Other authors [14] have forced all
liquid water in the anode gas channel following a purge to be removed. However, their requirement
does not allow for a non-complete voltage recovery between purges, whre the voltage immediately
following subsequent purging events continually decreases due to liquid water remaining in the gas
channels and manifolds following purge events. If future work comparesnot only modeled and
measured cell voltage, but also liquid water mass in the gas channels, the effect of dynamic liquid
water removal from the gas channels should be considered.
For model simplicity with respect to the number of modeled states, we have assumed that the
cell materials are in thermal equilibrium with the coolant water leaving the stack. Due to the cou-
pling between water and thermal dynamics, through the water vapor saturation pressure, future
work could consider the impact of a thermal gradient on the condensation and ev poration dynam-
ics. However, care should be taken when adding complexity to the model duethe implications on
subsequent model order reduction, controllability and observability work[39] as well as controller
development.
5.3.2 Humidification System
In this thesis, the mass flow rate of liquid water through the humidification water circulation sys-
tem was assumed to be fixed, set by the position of a manual throttle valve. However, to increase
the thermal response time of the water circulation system, the liquid water mass flowrate could be
regulated either by an actuated throttle valve, or a pump motor controller. This modification would
require an additional analog output signal and add controller complexity.
For regulating the relative humidity of the air-vapor mixture supplied to the PEMFC, a static
nonlinear feedforward map was employed. During transients, when the desire relative humidity
was not achieved, no additional compensation was used. Relative humidity feedback control could
be considered; however, care should be taken in balancing the tradeoff between humidity and ther-
mal regulation since varying the air mass flow rate through the humidifier or bypass has a significant
impact on the system thermal response.
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5.3.3 Extensions to Other Applications
The methodology used here, employing input-output measurements to developand validate physics
based models of system dynamics for controller design and tuning, could beappli d to a variety
of applications including membrane-based systems, such as electrolyzers which are receiving in-
creased attention as viable hydrogen gas generators for fuel cell applications and bio-reactors for
wastewater treatment; electrochemical processes, such as battery hybridsystems; humidity regula-
tion, common in a variety of applications including agricultural production; andactive solar thermal
systems exhibiting similar operating conditions and bandwidth separation. Although the simpli-
fying assumptions for these systems would be different than those employedher , especially for





Fuel Cell Orifice Constants
The fuel cell cathode orifice constant were identified using experimentalback-pressure flow data
gathered by varying the fuel cell load level at a given air stoichiometry and measuring the cathode
inlet and outlet total pressures. Note, this relationship could also be determined at open circuit by
varying the air mass flow rate manually. Figure A.1 shows experimental data det iling both the total
air mass flow rate and the pressure drop between the cathode inlet and gaschannel. The fluctuations
in pressure at a given air mass flow rate are due to the fuel cell coolant temperature cycling.
To estimate the cathode channel pressure, since no direct measurement isavailable, it is first
assumed that the cathode channel pressure,pca(L + 1), is a linear average between the inlet and





For an isothermal cell, this linear pressure distribution assumption implies that theca ode inlet
and outlet orifice constants will be equal. For a linear orifice, the total gas mas flow rate,Wca,in,
supplied to the cathode is a function of the pressure drop by,
Wca,in = kca(pca,in − pca(L+1)) , (A.2)
wherekca is the orifice constant requiring experimental identification. By substitution ofEqua-
tion A.1, this back-pressure flow relationship can be expressed in terms ofthe measureable pressure
drop as:
Wca,in = 0.5kca(pca,in − pca,out) . (A.3)
Knowing the humidity conditions at the cathode inlet, the vapor mass flow rate canbe calculated
using psychrometric properties whereWv,ca,in = ωca,inWda,ca,in. Additionally, assuming that half of
the total loss of oxygen, due to the chemical reaction under load, occurs between the inlet and the
















































Figure A.1: Experimental back-pressure flow data used to tune the cathode orifice constant. The
first subplot shows the difference in pressure between the cathode inlet and the cathode gas channel.
The second subplot shows the total dry air mass flow rate supplied to the cathode gas channel.
For the experimental data shown in Figure A.1, the average cathode orificeconstant was found to
bekca=1.13x10−6 (m s). The estimated and measured back-pressure flow relationship is compared
in Figure A.2. The relationship between back-pressure and flow is approximately linear under this
range of operating conditions, resulting in a satisfactory estimate with an average stimation error
of 0.035 g/s (3.9% of the dry air mass flow rate).
Due to the physical constraints associated with a pressure-regulated anode, the anode orifice
constants were not approximated using experimental data. Instead, it wasassumed that the anode
and cathode channels resulted in similar restrictions. However, under someconditions, this orifice
constant resulted in supersonic flow on the anode during purge events.As a result, the anode orifice
constant was reduced until supersonic flow no longer occurred. Theresulting anode orifice constant
was found to bekan=9.34x10−7 (m s), a 20% reduction from the cathode orifice constant.
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A Review of Back Diffusion Models
The information in this appendix provides a literature review of the membrane water v por mass
transport models used to describe back diffusion.
Back Diffusion Flux
There are three commonly modeled mechanisms for back diffusion, namely Fickian diffusion
and combinations of Fickian and convective diffusion. The use of humidified gases as well as
the production of water at the cathode results in a water vapor concentratiogradient,[cv,ca,mb −
cv,an,mb]/tmb, across the membrane thickness,tmb. Additionally, a difference in the total or
water pressure in the electrodes results in a pressure gradient acrossthe membrane thickness
[(Pca(1)−Pan(1)]/tmb or [Pw,ca(1)−Pw,an(1)]/tmb. The concentration and pressure gradients result
in a diffusion of water through the membrane, referred to as back diffusion. The magnitude and
direction of the net vapor flow through the membrane (anode to cathode or cathode to anode) are a
function of the relative magnitudes of back diffusion and electroosmotic drag.
A model used extensively [16, 42, 49, 65, 77] for characterizing the flux of water vapor through
the membrane due to back diffusion assumes Fickian diffusion with no water ortotal pressure gra-
dients in the electrodes, described by:






whereDw is used to denote the membrane water vapor Fickian diffusion coefficient.
When a significant water pressure gradient is present between the anod d the cathode, an
additional convective flow of water should be considered. As discussed in [15] and [77], assum-
ing Fickian diffusion to characterize the water concentration gradient (aspreviously described for
Equation B.1), along with the application of Darcy’s Law, the back diffusionwater vapor transport
across the membrane can be described by










wherekp is the permeability of water in the membrane andµ is the water viscosity.
An alternative description for the convective transport of water through the membrane was pre-
sented by [12]. This model, applying Darcy’s Law for flow through porous media and accounts for
the total electrode pressure difference as the convective driving force rather than the water pressure,
is characterized by







wherekb is the Boltzmann constant andθ is the diameter of a water molecule.
Water Uptake Isotherms
Zawodzinski et al [80] equilibrated Nafion 117 membranes with aqueous LiCl solutions of known
water activity at 30oC. The membrane hydration state was controlled via isopiestic equilibration.
By varying water activity, an isopiestic sorption curve was measured. Based on these experimental
results, a model was then developed [65] as follows:
λ =0.043+17.81a−39.85a2 +36.0a3, (B.4)
whereλ is defined as the membrane water content also referred to as the water content per charge





wherexw is the mole fraction of water1, P is the total pressure, andPsat is the water vapor saturation
pressure.
Hinatsu et al [24] then measured both liquid and vapor water uptake in several perfluorosulfonic
acid membranes of various thickness under a much wider range of temperatures than that used by
[80]. Hinatsu measured water uptake via displacement by placing the sample ina basket on a spring.
The sample was held at constant pressure with a vacuum system and constant temperature using a
silicon oil circulation system in the housing of the apparatus. Water uptake was then carefully ex-
amined by controlling the relative humidity (vapor pressure) of air in contactwith the membrane.
Their work resulted in the following sorption curve at 80oC,
λ =0.300+10.8a−16.0a2 +14.1a3, (B.6)
which provided a good fit of the experimental data for several membranesof various thicknesses,
including Nafion 117.
Because these works ([80] and [24]) resulted in different sorption curves at two different tem-
1Experimental work was conducted with water in the vapor phase.
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Figure B.1: Comparison of water sorption curves for Nafion 117 at 80oC and 30oC.
peratures, Dannenberg et al [13] performed a numerical interpolationfor temperatures other than
those under which the experiments were conducted. Specifically, for a given water activity, the
water contents were calculated at 30oC and 80oC using the models presented in both [80] and [24],
and interpolated to a different temperature between these bounds. It is important t note that this
methodology was not confirmed with experiments.
Water Vapor Diffusion Coefficient
Springer et al, [65], based on the experimental work by [80], published a detailed model for the
water vapor diffusion flux through a perflourinated ionomeric membrane. Th model was experi-
mentally calibrated using a pulsed-field gradient spin-echo nuclear magneticresonance technique
at 30o C. The modeling and experimental work completed by Springer et al has been modified ex-
tensively to fit experimental data for cell assemblies of differing materials. Their work presents
an isothermal, isobaric, one dimensional steady-state model of vapor diffusion in a cell utilizing












(2.563−0.33λ +0.0264λ 2−0.000671λ 3) . (B.7)
The definition for water activity and water content shown in Equations B.5 and B.4 were employed.
Due to the constant temperature and pressure testing conditions, their modelaccounts for Fickian
diffusion and no convective diffusion. Although their model includes the presence of liquid water,
their experimental results concentrated on the modeling of diffusion with no liquid water formation
in the electrodes (sub-saturated conditions). To allow for an extension oftheir model to account
for the accumulation of liquid water, they assume that any condensation formsin finely dispersed
droplets that occupy no volume.
Dutta et al, [16], utilized Springer’s published experimental data of the depndency of the dif-
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fusion coefficient on the membrane water content and presented a piecewis linear approximation
to the experimental data given by Springer in [65]. The resulting model is:
















10−10 ,λ < 2
10−10(1+2(λ −2)) ,2≤ λ ≤ 3
10−10(3−1.67(λ −3)) ,3 < λ < 4.5
1.25·10−10 ,λ ≥ 4.5
whereDλ is the corrected diffusion coefficient (m
2/s). Although this model allows for the ac-
cumulation of liquid water in the electrodes, it should be used with caution, as theexperimental
data gathered by Springer to formulate the model was taken under subsaturated conditions in the
electrodes.
Fuller, [19] determined the water vapor diffusion coefficient for Nafionr 117 membranes by
equilibrating a membrane with liquid, supplying a continuous flow of nitrogen across the surface of
the membrane, and performing a water vapor mass balance. Using the water sorp ion curve from














Rodatz [56] assumed both Fickian and convective diffusion of vapor thrugh the membrane
based on the work presented by Yi and Nguyen [77] (shown in EquationB.2), used the description
for the relationship between water content and water activity posed by Dannenberg et al [13] produc-
ing different sorption curves at different temperatures, and then added a tunable scaling factor,Do,
to the vapor diffusion equation described by Springer et al in Equation B.7. Finally, Rodatz param-
eterized the equation using experimental data to minimize the difference betweena fu l cell system
model predicted cell voltage and the measured cell voltage. TheDo coefficient, for a 6kW HyPower












(2.563−0.33λ +0.0264λ 2−0.000671λ 3) (B.11)
Yamada et al, [76], determined the water vapor diffusion coefficient fora 1 cm2 single cell con-
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structed of Nafionr 112 membranes, ETek ELATs, and catalyst loadings of 0.1 mg Pt/cm2 and 0.4
mg Pt/cm2 on the anode and cathode, respectively. Yamada employed mass balancest op n circuit,
assumed Fickian diffusion of water vapor through the membrane, and fit a new basis function for
the vapor diffusion coefficient using the water uptake isotherm and definition of water activity pub-
lished by [65] and [80] and described in Equations B.4 and B.5. The following isothermal model





6.00·10−12exp(1.63λ ), λ < 3
5.13·10−9 [exp(−0.708λ )+0.0339] , λ ≥ 3
(B.12)
Motupally et al, [42], modified the work completed by [80] and [65] to present a revised model
of the membrane water vapor diffusion coefficient. The water uptake isotherm in Equation B.4 was
modified to instantaneously increase the membrane water content fromλ = 14 to λ = 17 when
water vapor condenses (a ≥ 1). Additionally, the ”Darken factor” was used to relate the intra and
Fickian diffusion coefficients presented by [65] accounting for the transport number of electrons
being 0 at open circuit. The resulting Fickian diffusion coefficient was finally corrected using the
enthalpy of diffusion to allow for temperatures different than the results published by [80] at 30oC.
















, 3≤ λ < 17
(B.13)
was compared to experimental results using a 50cm2 ell constructed of Nafionr 115 membranes,
and ETEKrgas diffusion layers. A similar experimental apparatus and procedure ascited by Fuller
et al [19] was used to perform a vapor mass balance on one electrode (with the membrane equili-
brated with liquid water) using nitrogen as the carrier gas. The tests were condu ted at a constant
80oC.
A summary of these models is provided in Figure B.2. The first subplot displaythe diffusion
coefficients as a function of the water activity at a constant temperature ofTcell = 333.15 K. The
second subplot shows the diffusion coefficients as a function of the celltemperature at a constant
water activity ofa = 0.7.
Note, due to the constraint imposed on Equation B.7, the diffusion coefficient is not plotted for
a < 0.6 (λ > 4) for either the ”Springer” or the ”Rodatz” models. The model used by ”Rodatz”
is a shifted (byDo) version of the model originally introduced by Springer. Thus, the resultsof
these two models are quite similar. Interestingly, the model presented by ”Dutta”was intended
to be a linear piece-wise approximation of the work presented by ”Springer”, yet exhibits entirely
different trends with respect to the water activity at this temperature. The mod ls presented by ”Ya-
mada”, ”Springer”, and ”Rodatz” all predict that the diffusion coefficient will decrease with respect
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Figure B.2: Summary of published water vapor diffusion coefficient models.
to the water activity fora >0.6. Whereas ”Fuller” and ”Dutta” predict the diffusion coefficient will
monotonically increase for all water activities wherea <1. ”Motupally’s” model shows an increas-
ing diffusion coefficient at low and high water activities, however, decreasing between 0.35< a <
0.8, quite similar to the graphical depiction originally provided by [65]. Additionally, all models
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